
Aleah Litterell Former Librarian at Boundary County Library
Amy Maggi Current Librarian at Boundary County Library
Cari Haarstick Current Librarian at Boundary County Library/Whistleblower 
Craig Anderson Former Director at Boundary County Library
Dana Boiler Current Librarian at Boundary County Library/Whistleblower
Derrick Grow Current Librarian and IT/Former Interim Director (April 1, 2021 - July 23, 2021) at Boundary County Library
Dianna Zills Current Librarian at Boundary County Library
Eric Lindenbusch Former Librarian at Boundary County Library/Whistleblower 
Kimber Glidden Current Director at Boundary County Library 
Lynn Kuhnhausen Current Librarian at Boundary County Library
Mac Withers Former Librarian at Boundary County Library/Whistleblower
Sam Wallace Former Librarian at Boundary County Library/Current Volunteer
Sandra Ashworth Former Director/Unpaid Volunteer Consultant Librarian Emeritus (April 1, 2021 - July 23, 2021)/Unpaid Interim Director/Co-

Director/Historian at Boundary County Library (July 23, 2021-Present)
Teri Neumayer Current Librarian at Boundary County Library
Zowie Black Former Intern at Boundary County Library

Aaron Bohachek Current Trustee and Vice President of Board at Boundary County Library
Bob Blanford Current Chairman of Board at Boundary County Library
Judy Mace Former Chairman of Board at Boundary County Library/Deceased October, 2021
Ken Blockhan Current Trustee of Board at Boundary County Library
Lee Colson Trustee of Board at Boundary County Library
Lee Haarstick Former Trustee of Board at Boundary County Library/Father of Whistleblower Cari Haarstick
Wendy McClintock Current Trustee of Board at Boundary County Library

Brian Zimmerman Chief of Police, City of Bonners Ferry
Dave Kramer Sheriff, Boundary County Sheriff's Office
Lt. Berger Idaho State Police, CDA 
Officer Johnson Police Officer, City of Bonners Ferry
Officer Trujillo Police Officer, City of Bonners Ferry
Rich Stevens Undersheriff, Boundary County Sheriff's Office

Andrakay Pluid Former City Attorney advising Boundary County Library/Current Boundary County Prosecutor
Emily Sitz Former Northwest Region Field Consultant with Idaho Commission for Libraries
Jim McNall ICRMP Risk Management Representative
Katherine Brereton Current Lake City Law Group Attorney for Boundary County Library assigned by ICRMP

Leonard Schulte CPA for Boundary County Library
Raphael Droz Current General Counsel for Boundary County Library
Sonyalee Nutsch Former Lewiston Attorney for Boundary County Library engaged to conduct investigation
Tammy Bookkeeper with Leonard Schulte for Boundary County Library
Teresa Secretary at Wilson Law Firm
Tim Wilson Current General Counsel for Boundary County Library

Mike Weland Owner and Journalist 9B News

Carolina Withers Daughter in Law of Former Librarian and Whistleblower Mac Withers
Corbin Waltering Militia member
Gerald Higgs Registered Sex Offender
Greg Son of Teresa Secretary at Wilson Law Firm
Seth Withers Son of Former Librarian and Whistleblower Mac Withers
Ty Withers Spouse of Former Librarian and Whistleblower Mac Withers
Leigh Withers Daughter of Librarian and Whistleblower Mac Withers

Individuals Mentioned in Chronology and/or Tort Claim Notice

Staff and Former Staff at Boundary County Library

Board of Trustees and Former Trustees at Boundary County Library

Attorneys and Consultants

Media

Other Involved Parties

Law Enforcement



Date Document
N/A List of Individuals Mentioned in Tort Claim Notice and/or Chronology
N/A Chronology of Events (Partial) - Boundary County Library
N/A Amplified Partial Law Enforcement Chronology Regarding Dissemination of Sexually 

Explicit Material to a Minor
N/A Memorandum of Law - Boundary County Elections Fraud
N/A Election Calendar - Trustee Terms
9/27/2019 Ltr to law enforcement from Dana Boiler regarding Corbin Waltering
9/1/2020 Approximate Date: Ltr of reference from Director Anderson to Dana Boiler
1/1/2021 Approximate Date: Ltr from Director Anderson to Mac Withers
1/19/2021 Director Anderson resignation letter
2/2/2021 Ltr from Dana Boiler to Board of Trustees
2/5/2021 Screenshot of text message exchange between Dana Boiler and Director Anderson 
2/15/2021 Approximate Date: Ltr from Eric Lindenbusch to Board of Trustees
3/4/2021 Ltr from Mac Withers to Board of Trustees, copied to Tim  Wilson
3/13/2021 Email from Dana Boiler to Board of Trustees, copied to Tim Wilson with attachment 

regarding Summary of Tax Issue
3/19/2021 Email from Jeff Boiler to Director Anderson
3/29/2021 Email from Jeff Boiler to Tim Wilson regarding sexually explicit material
3/30/2021 Email from Jeff Boiler to Tim Wilson
3/31/2021 Email exchange between Jeff Boiler and Tim Wilson
3/31/2021 Memo to staff from volunteer Ashworth 
4/8/2021 Sample of patron complaints received in one afternoon
4/27/2021 Email to Prosecutor Pluid from Jeff Boiler
5/18/2021 Notice of Representation from Jeff Boiler to Interim Director Grow
5/27/2021 Ltr from Raphael Droz to Jeff Boiler
6/3/2021 Email from Raphael Droz to Jeff Boiler
7/5/2021 Ltr from Jeff Boiler to Raphael Droz and Tim Wilson with attached transfer documents
7/19/2021 Notice of Denial of Records Requests from Boundary County Library to Jeff Boiler
10/1/2021 Ltr from Jeff Boiler to Raphael Droz and Tim Wilson 
10/11/2021 Ltr from Jeff Boiler to Raphael Droz and Tim Wilson
12/8/2021 Ltr from Jeff Boiler to ICRMP Counsel Katherine Brereton
1/26/2022 Ltr from Katherine Brereton to Jeff Boiler
2/16/2022 Ltr from Jeff Boiler to ICRMP Counsel Katherine Brereton
2/18/2022 Ltr from Jeff Boiler to ICRMP Counsel Katherine Brereton
2/18/2022 Ltr from Katherine Brereton to Jeff Boiler
2/21/2022 Ltr from Jeff Boiler to ICRMP Counsel Katherine Brereton
2/22/2022 Ltr from Katherine Brereton to Jeff Boiler
2/22/2022 Ltr from Jeff Boiler to Katherine Brereton
2/25/2022 Notice of Termination from Director Glidden to Mac Withers
2/25/2022 Notice of Termination from Director Glidden to Eric Lindenbusch
2/28/2022 Ltr from Jeff Boiler to ICRMP Counsel Katherine Brereton
3/15/2022 Email exchange between Jeff Boiler and Tim Wilson
3/16/2022 Ltr from Jeff Boiler to ICRMP Counsel Katherine Brereton

Appendix to Supplemental Documents attached to Tort Claim Notice



Date Incident
1/1/2009 Approximate Date - Director ASHWORTH learns father of librarian Cari Haarstick, Lee Haarstick, interested in serving on Board of Trustees.   

ASHWORTH  displays hostility to Cari,  taking aside privately at Library, stating:  "It's either you or him," referring to LH inquiring about becoming a 
Board member. Cari immediately relays this to her dad. Lee speaks to ASHWORTH in her office. ASHWORTH would do this to Cari several more 
times.  When she returns in March, 2021 harmful or offensive touching by ASHWORTH begins.  Painful holds concealed from others' view begin to be 
used by ASHWORTH on Cari as noted on 4/5/21, 4/7/21 and 4/8/21, as well as on Cari's mother, now deceased. ASHWORTH seeks Cari out when she 
is alone.  This causes anxiety for Cari as she fears ASHWORTH is starting a cycle of abuse from her previous employment under ASHWORTH. 

6/30/2010 Cari is shorted on her paycheck and never receives the full amount due.  This will later become a chronic issue with later Director.
7/24/2010 Cari writes in notes from 2010: "Director does not aid in the following: safety training in July what happened to it? Disgruntled, mental, unstable 

patrons, patrons viewing porn, known sex offenders using computers (only 1 is restricted, why only 1?), Joy situation escalating, no assistance from 
director even with documentation of patron's behavior to staff and other patrons!, why do we wait for chain of events/escalation??? SOLUTION: need 
written policy on handling issues and staff training."

7/24/2010 Cari's notes from 2010: "Lack of staff representation or grievances. According to ICFL we are not to approach board unless other channels have been 
eliminated, we tried to address issues and give department report to director - we were yelled at, no action taken to hear or read report as it was thrown 
in trash or clear up any misunderstandings. Many witnesses to director's behavior and verbal abuse. We feel we cannot approach our director and thus 
have no representation."

7/24/2010 Cari's notes from 2010: "patron bias - special privileges such as going into the office to look at new books, those damaging books not being charged 
when others are, 2 house fires and only one family made to pay, 1 favored patron who spilled milk on new book didn't have to pay but a  patron that 
tripped outside the library and book fell into a puddle had to replace book. (milk sours and stinks, can't fix that!), when approaching ASHWORTH 
about damaged items she doesn't ask about damage but "who did it". Drastically varying payment from patron to patron."

9/7/2010 Cari writes letter with concerns to Board member MCCKLINTOCK.  No response. 
11/30/2010 Cari slips and is injured at library. She reports it to ASHWORTH who will not even speak to her about it. No worker's compensation or incident report 

created. 
1/30/2011 Transition to OCLC is not going well. System is regularly crashing. ASHWORTH compares it to plane crash where everyone dies. Around this time, 

immediately following a Board meeting,  ASHWORTH uses concealed pinch hold on Cari's mother, Mrs. Haarstick, to express displeasure at her 
presence.  Incident immediately reported to Cari by her mother, contemporaneous notes made of assault.   Mrs. Haarstick's notes also mention militia 
activity, failure to notify public of meetings, unexplained election irregularities, no elections in 25 years. 

1/31/2011 In an email to Cari, Librarian Lynn characterizes staff meetings as "not helpful and threatening." 

Chronology of Events (Partial) - Boundary County Library 
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Date Incident
2/5/2011 During OCLC transition, ASHWORTH mistakenly deletes all records of approximately $200K in receivables due or collectible for the Library 

(damaged books, fines, overdues, lost items). To conceal the error, ASHWORTH instructs Cari to begin collecting $5 from every patron that has a zero 
balance on their account. Large sign posted at check out desk for patrons stating there are over 200k in overdues and fines.  Favored patrons excused at 
ASHWORTH's sole "discretion".

2/7/2011 Cari sends email to staff regarding ASHWORTH's instruction to unlawfully collect from patrons to cover her mistaken deletion of receivables ($200K 
+-). Cari resigns for this reason, stating in her resignation letter "I will not lie to patrons because she [ASHWORTH] desires it." Past and presently 
serving Library employees express their open support for the display of selfless courage this represents.  Current "favored" employee MAGGI later 
acknowledges in social media ASHWORTH willing to engage in unethical or unlawful behavior to maintain control.

10/21/2011 Board of Trustees meet without notice to terminate an employee, and conceal their action from then-Board Trustee  Lee Haarstick.  Jim Marx is the 
chair at the time and presides over ASHWORTH's manipulation of election of Board members, and her falsification of election results to the Board of 
Commissioners.  See Election Fraud chronology, attached.  Currently Library employee acknowledges in writing Board of Trustees being run as sham, 
ASHWORTH and Jim Marx operate Board of Trustees in any manner seen fit, contrary to existing law. 

2/29/2016 Article, media, subject:  lawsuit against Mennonite sect allegedly failing to report child abuse.  ASHWORTH may be member of named sect.  Case 
settled. (Copy of Complaint obtained)

1/1/2017 Approximate Date: ANDERSON hired as Director.  ANDERSON has no prior experience and is hand-selected for position by ASHWORTH after a 
two week "orientation".

5/1/2017 Approximate Date - Cari hired for second time at Boundary County Library, ASHWORTH no longer Director.
7/13/2017 Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
3/21/2018 ANDERSON complains to ICFL regarding Trustee KEN BLOCKHAN's interference with personnel matters.  He is a large man and physically 

intimidating.  BLOCKHAN is ultimately removed from his Chairman position on the Board for his misconduct. As with all Board Trustees during 
ASHWORTH's tenure as Director, he has never stood for contested election at any time.  See Election Fraud chronology attached.

5/11/2018 Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
6/13/2018 Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
6/28/2018 Idaho Supreme Court adopts seven test just cause termination standard.  Library continues to operate under written policy, reinforced verbally by 

ANDERSON while Director through 2021, that Library employees serve at will.  Threat of termination at will made to whistleblowers whenever 
ANDERSON confronted with issues of fraud, waste, abuse of Library as public agency.

7/12/2018 Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
7/19/2018 Copy of old policy manual adopted 7/19/18 effective date. Note unlawful at will employment policy and attached cash handling procedures, which are 

circumvented routinely during ANDERSON's entire course of employment as Director.
9/7/2018 Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
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Date Incident
10/14/2018 After Cari's mother passes, ANDERSON shames her for asking for temporary revised schedule. He thereafter shares personal information with Cari's 

coworkers without her consent. ANDERSON has used this tactic with previous employees during his tenure.
10/15/2018 Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
11/13/2018 Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
11/30/2018 Gerald HIGGS, registered sex offender, has been stalking underage high school male intern working at the Library.  HIGGS writes him love letters and 

stalks him at the Library, where HIGGS' mugshot and sex offender conviction information and mug shot is available to Library employees.  
ANDERSON aware of this conduct and complaint by male intern, but does nothing to protect him or report this conduct. All Library employees are 
aware of this conduct.  Intern required to hide when HIGGS comes in frequently.  A female Library employee (unrepresented here) writes letter to 
HIGGS on 11/30/18 telling him to back off. HIGGS continues to enjoy free access to Library and is later used by ANDERSON and ASHWORTH, at 
separate times and for separate events,  to solicit complaints against whistleblowers  HIGGS likely later source of complaint against Mac Withers and 
Eric Lindenbusch terminated due to "patron complaint".  New Director GLIDDEN in 2022 refuses on advice of counsel at pretermination hearing to 
admit that HIGGS is the source of complaint in support of termination.  No cause for complaint ever disclosed, Withers and Lindenbusch terminated 
022822 for undisclosed complaint.  HIGGS continues to enjoy favored treatment at Board of Trustee meetings, even provided venue for public 
comment when other concerned citizens seek forum for views on matters of public concern.

1/17/2019 Board meeting - Audit meeting, Schulte states, "need for internal controls".  See minutes provided by DROZ. Public comment not allowed.

2/7/2019 Mac hired at BCL. Note she is the only ethnic minority (Native American). Deliberately is misclassified as a Library "intern", a status conveyed only 
on high school students obtaining paid work experience in connection with their education.  No reason given for this status at hiring.  Under applicable 
law,  she was a regular employee with full pay and benefits for hours worked.   All white employees treated as employees from employment inception. 
Discrimination includes:  no policy manual provided to notify of all work rules; not provided with sick leave as a part time employee, and required to 
"pay back" all sick time by free work if sick leave taken; required to "make up" any sick days if she wanted to be paid.  For a year and half,   Mac made 
up all her sick days and did not receive this benefit, having no policy manual and being deliberately led to believe she had no right to paid sick leave.  
She did not learn she was entitled to vacation leave until some time later in 2021.  Since by policy vacation does not roll over more than a year, she also 
lost this benefit, having no notice of the right, and receipt of that benefit by white employees. Discrimination also due to accommodable disability.  
Mac specifically mentioned her history of chronic migraines during the interview process for the job, a source of missed time throughout her 
employment. Employer made aware at time of hire and offered physician's confirmation.  Mac also denied PERSI benefits for years, and extra work 
hours, despite clear entitlement by law and policy.
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Date Incident
2/7/2019 2019 - 2021: GROW, Library employee named Interim Director in March, 2021 without prior Library experience, operates a business out of his home 

which provides Information Technology services, related services and copy services, which are also included in his duties as Library employee.  He 
routinely refuses to properly maintain Library computers in the children's area, the teen computers, fab lab machines, and other I.T. related Library 
devices, and for reasons unknown later adjusts Library computers to insure history of use by patrons, including convicted child sex offenders 
patronizing the Library,  is not recorded or kept.  He later  posts signs in the Library, with ANDERSON's permission,  for his personal business, by 
name, which offers similar or the same competitive services at the Library.    Board members voting for his appointment in March, 2021 praise him for 
fixing their personal devices for free,  and apparently cite this as a qualification for his elevation to Interim Director, despite poor work performance, a 
history of self-dealing, total absence of experience or training for position, concealment of computer use history on Library computers, and overtly 
hostile and sexually suggestive advances toward female Library employees.   He becomes notorious as a Library employee for conducting personal 
business, shopping online, watching You Tube and watching his wife on his phone on security cameras at Photos Plus, which made female employees 
and complaining patrons uncomfortable.  As interim Director, he lobbies for and obtains at Library expense a set of expensive video cameras, which he 
installs at unknown locations throughout the Library.  Patrons objections about this practice are ignored.  He also installs cameras at the Library which 
can be monitored from his home, and positions them to be able to view female Library workers from a rear view visible only from his new "Interim 
Director's" office.  He authors suggestive and threatening notes publicly referencing how he "names" his penis, and authors notes to a female employee 
as part of her "evaluation".  By the time he is appointed as Interim Director in March, 2021, he is referred to by at least one female patron who 
complains in writing about his behavior,  as "that creepy guy with the baseball hat".  The patron refuses to bring her children to the facility to avoid him 
when at the Library, and is unrelated to any claimant in this action.  The Library closes on an emergency basis shortly after this patron's complaint is 
received.  ASHWORTH, then acting as de facto Director, takes no action on these complaints and publicly  mischaracterizes the closure as a 
housekeeping matter.  He authors suggestive notes to a female employee and physically intimidates at least two female employees of the Library, and 
later arranges to obtain Dana Boiler's hard drive with personal tax return information on it, from which unknown individuals soon after file a fraudulent 
tax return in the Boiler's name. (See chronology, September 2020-December 2020)

2/7/2019 2019-2021: Lynn arrives between 15 to 45 minutes late to work nearly every day.  Dana was told by Dianna that ASHWORTH allowed it so she has 
approval, despite ASHWORTH having retired many years prior.  She is not salary employee. She was paid for this time. This practice continued under 
ANDERSON'S Directorship until the closure in 2021.  

2/26/2019 Board meeting. Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
3/21/2019 Board meeting. Public comment not allowed.
4/18/2019 Board meeting. Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
5/16/2019 Copy of old policy manual adopted 5/16/19.
5/16/2019 Board meeting. Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
6/11/2019 ANDERSON refuses to pay Cari for time spent attending PERSI meeting at his direction, but pays GROW and MAGGI, who are similarly situated.  
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Date Incident
6/27/2019 Board meeting. Failure to give public notice of meeting.  Public comment not allowed.
7/18/2019 Board meeting.  Public comment not allowed.

8/8/2019 Board meeting. Failure to give notice of public meeting.  Public comment not allowed.
8/15/2019 Corbin Waltering harasses female Library employee at County Fair.  He continues to come into the Library after the Fair seeking her out and asking her 

for rides.  She begins hiding in back offices when Waltering comes in.  No action is taken to protect her or other female Library employees, who are 
later also stalked by Waltering.  See chronology below.

8/22/2019 Approximate Date - Dana Boiler applies for employment at BCL and is required to work and orient without pay as a condition of employment.

9/3/2019 Dana hired as a librarian/tech educator but without being provided terms of employment, policy manual or rate of pay per I.C. 45-610.  Rate of pay 
unknown until computed from first paycheck.  

9/3/2019 Dana scheduled to work evenings with GROW and MAGGI.  For several months, both describe to Dana  various kinds of misconduct in the workplace, 
mostly focused on ANDERSON's apparent incompetence and incidents involving misconduct by ASHWORTH and other past employees.  MAGGI, 
then about 24 years old, advises Dana that MAGGI will  be the next Director and she had compiled a book of things she would change when she was 
appointed into the position. Mac was the downstairs employee in the evening and corroborates Dana's recollections of conversations with GROW and 
MAGGI.

9/5/2019 Dana is provided no Form I9 or provided  any information required for a new hire  within the time period allowed by law.  Dana finally insists on 
compliance with initial hire regulations and obtains the required forms to complete her hiring paperwork on her own initiative.

9/17/2019 Approximate Date: Corbin Waltering asks Mac to help hang his posters in the children's section.  The posters advertise recruitment for an armed 
private militia of which Waltering claims to be a member.  Mac asks to see posters first.  She asks which Librarian gave permission to hang them.  
Waltering claims GROW gave him permission to use Library facilities to advertise his posters.  GROW admits giving Waltering such permission.  Mac 
places copy of poster on Director ANDERSON's desk with a note requesting he speak with Waltering about the propriety of such action.  She is never 
provided his response.

9/18/2019 Approximate Date: Waltering speaks with ANDERSON at the Library about hanging militia recruitment posters at Library.  The conversation is 
overheard by a represented whistleblower represented in this action.  In it, ANDERSON agrees to assist Waltering in revising the poster and allowing it 
to be posted on Library property for the purpose of militia recruitment. Waltering later admits to this arrangement in social media.  

9/19/2019 Board meeting. Public comment not allowed.
9/24/2019 Cari submits incident report to ANDERSON regarding Waltering harassment, threats to kill the president, loitering after hours, accosting them for a 

ride.  ANDERSON does not respond to her. Details in separate chronology.
9/25/2019 Dana requests Bonners Ferry P.D.  escort the female workers, who were closing the Library alone after dark,  due to continuing presence of Waltering 

in the area and prior MAGGI stalking problem from summer.  She is advised no presence would be provided without a crime of violence actually in 
progress against an identified victim. After this, Dana's husband, a former police officer, escorts female workers to their vehicles in the evening for 
several weeks.
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Date Incident
9/27/2019 Dana submitted letter concerning Waltering's threatening activities to the police.  ANDERSON advises her to draft the report, which includes specific 

incidents threatening employee and public safety as result of Waltering conduct, both inside and outside the Library.  ANDERSON advises her the 
letter will be forwarded to law enforcement.  Dana later learns this report is never forwarded to any law enforcement agency.

10/1/2019 Approximate Date:  ANDERSON claims he notified the police about Waltering's threatening behaviors at the Library,  and that he spoke with 
Waltering's stepmother regarding Waltering's alleged molestation of two minor children.  She claims to have witnessed one such assault.  
ANDERSON's report is later found by interview with the stepmother to be intentionally false.  ANDERSON in fact did not speak with the witness.  At 
about the same time, ANDERSON takes Jeff Boiler, now legal counsel for the claimant whistleblowers, into his office and shows him militia videos 
being used by Waltering in his recruitment efforts.  He learns at that time that Library employees are being used to take calls for militia recruitment via 
Waltering, who is using the alias "General Brickwall of the Georgia Militia".  The websites viewed with ANDERSON show tactical training of militia 
members using automatic weapons and human-likeness life size targets being shredded by weapons fire, among other scenes of violence against people 
in target form.  These same videos are also viewed by Waltering on the library computers in view of children. 

10/1/2019 Approximate Date - Multiple Library employees are directed to send business to GROW's personal business for services similar to those provided free 
of charge at the Library, and signs are posted with his business name and contact information.  Employees are told to make verbal referrals to GROW's 
business, and GROW provides free I.T. services to Board members, who later confirm this activity when appointing him as Interim Director in 2021.  
Later, signs would be posted above the copy machine telling patrons to go to Photo's Plus, GROW's business name in Bonners Ferry.  A practice 
develops, whereby GROW obtains paying clients via the library referrals.  His customers arrange privately to drop off computer work for him there, 
which he accepts and returns routinely while on duty as a Library employee and "I.T. Expert".  Board members obtain free IT work through GROW at 
the same time period. The bulletin board is used for his for profit advertising,  but employees are told no other businesses may do so.  ANDERSON 
also implements a system to use the business services of favored employees of the Library for Library contract work, without taking public bids. 

10/15/2019 Approximate Date: High school intern Zowie Black begins working in the Children's Department.
10/17/2019 Board meeting. Public comment not allowed.
11/1/2019 Approximate Date - Dana is involuntarily appointed Board secretary and quickly discovers that open meetings laws are not being followed.  

11/4/2019 Dana trained to finish color coding the upstairs series books.  Shortly after the process begins, Library employee Dianna begins angrily ripping the dots 
off the books.  Director ANDERSON orders her to stop, she refuses.   

11/4/2019 Dot debacle, continued. While Dana continues the process as ordered, she is struck from behind by Dianna as she is walking by, who tells her never to 
go to Director ANDERSON " for anything" and to come to her instead.   Same said to Cari at a later date.  There is no organizational plan which 
provides her any supervisory authority to take these actions.  Nothing is done to remedy the situation, and because of the threat of ongoing physical 
assault, tension in the Library grows.

11/21/2019 Board meeting cancelled.
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Date Incident
1/1/2020 MAGGI stays at the Library overnight and becomes drunk.  During this time, she uses dangerous equipment in the  Fab Lab and posts video of drunken 

antics on Facebook. Witness present verifies.  Library employee Lynn approves behavior, and advises MAGGI to " have a good night."  It is a common 
practice for employees, former employees, relatives, friends and other non-employees to gain after hours access to the Library.  There is no key 
management system in place and employees are not required to return Library keys after employment ends. 

1/1/2020 Approximate Date - MAGGI advises whistleblower Mac Withers of her life goal to open a Harry Potter-themed strip club in London, England, and had 
written a letter to author J.K. Rowling seeking permission for the rights to use Potter characters in her club.  GROW at this approximate time tells Mac 
that he personally installed a "stripper pole" in MAGGI's house, and  was proud of his actions.  Cari verifies with Dana that MAGGI also had stripper 
pole she used while staying as a guest for an extended time at former Director ASHWORTH's private residence.  ASHWORTH wears traditional 
Mennonite clerical garb throughout her tenure at the Library, giving the impression of religious affiliation and piety. 

1/8/2020 The ceiling near the employee restroom at first floor of Library caves in, soaking walls and floor.  No remediation is supplied despite employee 
complaints of mold and respiratory symptoms.  The Library has a history of roof leaks and flooding.  ANDERSON pays spouse of Library employee 
Lynn to do roof work.  The job is never put out to bid.

1/27/2020 Eric Lindenbusch hired by BCL.
1/30/2020 Board Meeting - patron reinstatement (elderly woman and teenager) - minutes unsigned by Chairman and Secretary, missing signature page. Employees 

question ANDERSON regarding public humiliation as part of process of patron reinstatement for innocent mistakes.  ANDERSON dismisses concerns 
despite record showing verbal abuse of patrons made to essentially beg for mercy to Board members to obtain reinstatement for minor offenses.  At 
public meeting on reinstatement, no public comment allowed. (See Chronology regarding banned patrons at 7/18/21). Note: ANDERSON does not 
return minutes after draft submission for signature. Practice employed is to make  arbitrary changes which do not conform to facts of meeting, and 
submit to Board without review for accuracy by recording secretaries appointed by ANDERSON:  Dana and Eric.

2/27/2020 Board Meeting. Public comment not allowed.
3/17/2020 Board meeting - no minutes. Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
3/18/2020 FFCRA signed by Trump requiring covered employers to offer paid FMLA to full and part time employees.  
3/20/2020 ANDERSON telephones Dana at home after work hours, during COVID closure, and asks her to " figure out a way to pay the employees during the 

mandated closure."  He has no knowledge of FFCRA or other available means of payment for affected employees.  Dana explains FFCRA and 
ANDERSON agree to proceed with program to retain employees and pay them during closure.

3/25/2020 Governor Little issues stay home order, library closed.
3/25/2020 Cari worked on website during closure, which have always been a part of her regular job duties.  She was not an independent contractor.
3/31/2020 Although explained to him in detail in advance, ANDERSON fails to follow FFCRA guidelines  on how employees should be paid.  He chose instead 

to pay them based off the previous month's income, substantially lowering employees' monthly income, with no financial benefit to the Library 
apparently thereby created.  
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Date Incident
4/1/2020 As part of "joint evaluation process" suggested by ANDERSON, GROW writes Dana a poem on his evaluation of her:  "Roses are red, violets are blue, 

I sure do like working with you.  It might be your laugh, it might be your smile, it might be your...well, I guess I'll tell you in awhile."  Dana is married 
with children, GROW knows this.  He refers to her as his "work wife" and comments more than once she is "just like my wife". Tells her that patrons 
mistake her for his wife.  Thereafter, goes on social media and posts the name of his penis, and the process of how he arrived at the name.  Dana 
through counsel objects, and is advised in substance "The Board is fine with GROW's actions".  Female patron later confirms GROW gets "handsy" 
with women in the Fab Lab, and prior to Library "emergency closure", a female patron advises Library staff she will not bring her children to the 
Library as long as "the creepy guy with the baseball hat" is there.  Complaint reported, no action taken. 

4/21/2020 Board meets regarding Covid closure. Failure to give public notice of meeting. They present no plan.  ANDERSON thereafter  calls staff meeting 
outside.  Dana explains how employees will be paid through FFCRA. 

4/23/2020 Board Meeting via Zoom - minutes unsigned by Chairman.
4/25/2020 Cari stays up all night and creates Library reopening plan. ANDERSON instead buys shower curtains to hang around circulation desk and to quarantine 

books in the back of the library behind a sheet of plastic.  The curtains remain until week before his departure in March 2021.

4/28/2020 ANDERSON miscalculates Cari's paycheck by 10 hours.  She informs him and he tells her he will fix it with next month's paycheck. She objects to 
delay.  Same technique later employed with Mac and Dana, but they insisted he pay immediately.  ANDERSON will later do the same thing to Cari and 
Dana throughout the entire summer.  See chronology below. As Interim Director, GROW employs same tactic with Dana  in 2021 and didn't pay full 
wages for two months. ANDERSON pays her on 4/30 for the missing hours, but it will not be reflected in her W2 later, which ANDERSON refuses to 
change. 

5/1/2020 Employees return to work in library wearing masks and social distancing. 
5/1/2020 Cari and Dana told to begin new website and to keep track of hours and turn them in with time sheets at end of month.  Cari maintained weebly site for 

the public until transfer complete of domain. Cari paid through payroll initially, ANDERSON later reneges on payments agreed.

5/14/2020 Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
5/21/2020 Board Meeting via Zoom - For the first time known, ANDERSON informs Board that Cari and Dana are working on a new website for the Library.  

There is no mention of it being done as contract work, which would need Board approval.  No disclosure of terms given by ANDERSON to both, 
ANDERSON later reneges on agreements to induce their extensive work off duty.  Minutes of this meeting unsigned by Secretary DB.

5/27/2020 Cari and Dana turned in timesheets with the additional hours worked on website as directed by ANDERSON. 
5/28/2020 ANDERSON reneges on payments to Dana and Cari as agreed.  Both employees told he "needed" to pay half now and half the next month.  He later 

tells only Cari he needs to pay 1/3 now and the rest later.  No explanation given.  Contract of adhesion.
5/30/2020 Two days later, ANDERSON advises Cari  he again "needed" to pay Dana and Cari their May hours over 3 months. 
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Date Incident
6/1/2020 Paychecks received. Dana paid for 12 hours of 56 hours, Cari paid for 26 of 48 hours. ANDERSON approaches Dana apart from other employees and 

advises her he "needed" to pay over time to avoid alerting Leonard Schulte, Library CPA,  to overtime. Dana demands issue be taken to the board. 
ANDERSON refuses. No change to paychecks. As a result of the duplicity of ANDERSON now evident to both workers, both begin memorializing 
interactions with ANDERSON regarding website construction and payment.

6/7/2020 Dana arranges Facebook messenger account for homeschooled minor daughter, age 13, for the first time.  Express purpose of account is to allow 
daughter quick communication while mother is at work.  At the time, no other phone service available for this purpose.  She sets up messenger app to 
communicate with minor child while she is at work.  Dana does not know that MAGGI and daughter are Facebook "friends" and are now 
communicating via Facebook messenger.

6/8/2020 Ninja groups, which describe groups of community members from the area, are formed to deliver anonymous gift packages to shut ins and 
disadvantaged in the community, group at Library formed due to Covid impacts.  The library ninjas deliver care packages to front doors of random 
community members, anonymously.  After one such outing involving Dana, her daughter and other librarians, Dana and  Dana's daughter meet at 
MAGGI's off-grid area house for hotdog roast.  MAGGI gives quick tour of her trailer and shows everyone the stripper room with stripper pole.  Dana, 
daughter and Cari go to living room where MAGGI makes smoothies.  Daughter apparently sneaks off down hall and watches Zoey, library intern, and 
her boyfriend in the stripper room.  This episode was apparently filmed without parental knowledge or consent, and apparently shows daughter present 
during Zoey's pole dancing without Dana's knowledge, consent, presence, or subsequent disclosure. Dana is not aware of this until some time after the 
paid for report of "investigator" SONYALEE NUTSCH is released. No questions are posed to Dana about this issue by NUTSCH, and NUTSCH 
ignores several hundreds of pages of complaints by Dana and other 3 whistleblowers during their interviews in June, 2021. NUTSCH opines all 4 
whistleblowers testified truthfully, but implies this is not the case in heavily redacted report, which Library will not produce.  See Appendix, 
correspondence chronology of communications between counsel for whistleblowers, NUTSCH, GROW, WILSON, DROZ, BRERETON.

6/9/2020 MAGGI sends first homemade stripper video to Dana, Cari, Zoey and Dana's minor child.  Dana is not aware of the messenger group or that these 
videos are being sent to her child. 

6/15/2020 Dana informs ANDERSON that website worked June hours for Dana and Cari would meet or exceed hours worked in May, and that deferred payments 
over time were not acceptable.  She demands he take issue to Board.  ANDERSON refuses, insisting it must be done "his way".  That method is not 
specified.

6/18/2020 Board Meeting via Zoom - audit report recommendation from Schulte:  "hire financial officer that reports directly to the Board instead of [Director 
ANDERSON]".  Minutes unsigned by Secretary EL and Chairman
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Date Incident
7/1/2020 Approximate Date - Male patron routinely harassing female staff sexually stops at front desk, views female employees, mutters incoherently and 

proceeds to put his hands down the front of his pants.  He then walks slowly to library upstairs bathroom, where he remains several minutes.  Dana 
leaves front desk to inspect computer being utilized by patron.  Screen openly displays video, paused,  of female wearing only a g-string with her 
buttocks showing being viewed on library's designated teen computer in the back near restroom where patron is located.  She reports to later "Interim 
Director" GROW, who is nominally charged as library I.T. technician capable of installing pornography filters.  He takes no action and seems amused.  
During the general time frame, same patron frequents library children's section, while in Mac's presence loudly demands location of  books on 
"witchcraft and rituals". He boasts simultaneously to Library personnel of having participated in such rituals involving use of human body parts. This is 
done in children's section in the hearing of nearby  homeschool kids, who express open shock and dismay by his behavior.  Nothing is said or done to 
address this clear child and employee safety issue involving this patron.  Other similar conduct is observed and reported by library staff, including 
stalking of children in the children's section of the library, and frequent use of the library by identified, convicted child sexual abuser Gerald HIGGS, 
who is shown special consideration by Board and later Directors ASHWORTH and GLIDDEN at open public meetings of the Board.  

7/1/2020 Approximate Date: ANDERSON advises Cari he would pay Cari and Dana for May and June hours reported.  No restriction on hours.  Shortly 
thereafter, ANDERSON advises Dana he didn't want to pay at all. The following day, Dana, Cari and ANDERSON meet outside library doors, at 
ANDERSON's request,  to discuss this project. Cari and Dana insisted upon going to the board as the work was solicited, obtained on basis that all 
hours worked would be paid, and project, critical to ongoing COVID restrictions to give remote library access to taxpaying public was halfway done.  
At the time, both had been paid a small amount for 3 months extra work. Neither agreed to this arrangement.  ANDERSON advised both now "on their 
own", required them to go to the board personally with presentation and no disclosure of his previous agreed terms "if [they] want to get paid".  He 
advised he would now only pay $1500 for all work performed, and both would be required to "form an entity" for contract work or neither would be 
paid at all. Both refuse and advised ANDERSON both would cease work until paid as agreed for work already completed. Neither meet with him 
thereafter on subject without the other or impartial witness present.

7/7/2020 Approximate Date - Male patron engaging in harassment summarized above observed harassing patrons,  pretending to be an employee. Reported, 
nothing done. 

7/16/2020 Board Meeting via Zoom- ANDERSON's discretionary spending limit without Board approval increased from $1500 to $2500, ramp and sidewalk 
repair approved, no bids taken.   Minutes unsigned by Secretary DB and Chairman
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7/16/2020 Presentation by Dana and Cari to Board at ANDERSON'S insistence summarizing work performed and to be completed, both instructed by 

ANDERSON not to advise Board of his previous agreements and authorizations to proceed.  Presentation lasts over an hour, requesting only the 
amount ANDERSON instructed Cari and Dana to seek, thereby shorting both substantial hours worked.  Both expressly forbidden by ANDERSON to 
discuss prior payment authority given, then reduced, then withdrawn by ANDERSON, all without knowledge of Board, for period May through July 
2020. ANDERSON advises both if Board didn't approve payment neither would be paid by ANDERSON for any of it. Board comments favorably on 
all work performed and estimated completion tasks remaining, inquires on record why the amount quoted for such extensive quality work on site is so 
low. Both advise Board on record amount sought is the amount ANDERSON required them to disclose (not consistent with previous agreements to 
pay.) Board states on record work performed as to quality and quantity worth far more than what is sought per ANDERSON demands to Dana and Cari 
for presentation.  Board advises both would be paid from carryover when work finished. Board advises both to track hours with details and to present 
again upon completion. ANDERSON approaches both after meeting and authorizes all work necessary to complete website either during regular 
scheduled hours or at home.  Library laptop provided to Dana for completion of home work.  Both continue only to be paid through payroll for hours 
worked at the library, not home. Criticized by other staff (Lynn, GROW, Dianna, MAGGI) and tension grew as they worked on this and our other 
duties while adapting to a new covid environment.

7/17/2020 Crazy Days books sale.  Mac home sick with migraine.  ANDERSON tells Dana that he is going to fire Mac due to medical excuse for absence, does 
not request physician's statement, which is later provided during proposed termination of Mac December, 2020 (see below). 

7/17/2020 Cari - website check 8026 $1500 no persi, taxes, etc. on stub.
7/18/2020 ANDERSON states he has  hired former employee Sam Wallace to replace Mac because Mac called in sick for book sale.  Sam calls Mac a bitch while 

substituting for her at library,  and makes other derogatory remarks concerning library and staff.  No action taken. 
7/27/2020 Ltr from Dr. Geyman regarding history of Mac's migraines.  Termination of Mac temporarily suspended.
7/28/2020 Lengthy meeting with ANDERSON, Teri, Mac and Dana (witness) in craft room regarding retaliation against Mac for taking sick day, her denial of 

sick benefits for years, ANDERSON not tracking sick leave, Mac being called bitch by Sam Wallace. 
8/1/2020 Approximate Date: Another male patron has been known to look at pornography on the computers at library.  He constantly complains that he has a 

disorder that doesn't allow him to breathe air and demands that doors and windows be closed. ANDERSON accommodates him by setting up a personal 
computer just for him immediately adjacent to the library children's section.  Same patron has caused a teen who regularly worked in the area to leave 
and never return. 

8/1/2020 Approximate Date - Text from MAGGI, who states or implies ASHWORTH is unethical and willing to violate law creatively. 
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8/1/2020 Approximate Date: Dana begins work on building the Fab Lab page for the new website.  ANDERSON tells her that he has not paid the Fab Lab dues 

so "technically" they are not an MIT Fab Lab but he still wants to promote it that way and instructs her to create the page as if they are still a Fab Lab.  
This is apparent direct violation of M.I.T. Fab Lab licensing agreement, ANDERSON acknowledges, wants to keep secret. Library continues to utilize 
name, ASHWORTH also relies on name status for "national recognition" claim for her non-existent library "nationally recognized consulting firm", 
S.A. Associates, in applying for and obtaining position as "Director Emeritus" of Library on March 17, 2021.

8/13/2020 Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
8/15/2020 Annual KRD book sale.  Over $1600 in donations, which will later be used to create education kits by Cari, Dana and MAGGI.
8/20/2020 Board Meeting via Zoom- High School intern Zowie Black leaves to attend college.  Her hours are split between Mac and Eric.  Dana and Eric 

volunteer to help in children's department to cover for loss of intern. Minutes unsigned by Secretary EL. 
8/28/2020 Website transferred to boundarycountylibrary@gmail.com.  Written confirmation placed in library file on site.  In March, 2020, 7 months later,  

GROW will change the password to this email address thereby denying all staff access.  Cari will later be formally threatened with termination, and 
Cari and Dana threatened by library counsel Raphael DROZ with suit for unknown reasons relating to "failure to transfer website ownership", which 
had already been done at time of threat.  No withdrawal of threat from DROZ when he is provided written exhibits showing prior transfer of ownership, 
to this day.

9/1/2020 ANDERSON informs Dana that Schulte advised him library audit is "good "with the exception of cash handling. Cash is routinely kept in unlocked 
containers in several locations of the library, not regularly counted, no supervised dual counting, no petty cash account established as required by 
statute.  Hundreds of dollars cash routinely kept in this manner over prior years of ANDERSON'S directorship. He is told by staff and CPA to correct 
the issue, but refuses. Dana specifically addresses cash noncompliance at two separate staff meetings, is ignored. Dana also brings this issue up to 
Board member after a Board meeting.  Response silence or expressions of contempt.

9/1/2020 Approximate Date: Mac watches ANDERSON clean the downstairs bathrooms and used the same dirty rag to clean the children's tables. Mac tells him 
its not okay to use the same rag to clean the toilet and the tables.  He said he had no idea that wasn't okay and he thanked her for teaching him 
something new.  Mac recleans everything.  It is well known among staff that the library is not being properly cleaned and sanitized.  The carpets emit a 
musky odor of mold from improper cleanup after floods. Overhead ceiling tiles are stained from water damage.  

9/5/2020 Waltering livestreamed from militia meeting in Commonwealth of Kentucky.
9/17/2020 Board Meeting via Zoom- Board calls Lee Haarstick a tyrant and seeks to change policy as a result, minutes unsigned by Secretary DB and Chairman
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9/17/2020 The Board refuses to provide pictures or contact information for website, which has been designed by Dana and Cari to facilitate public contact with 

Board members via new, inexpensive library email accounts obtained for this purpose.  They will only approve an alias email that forwards to 
ANDERSON, thereby giving the public impression of direct contact, while actual contact only controlled and seen by ANDERSON.  Dana and Cari 
forced to abandon the new website Board page and quickly come up with alternative for launch. Dana objects to not providing some form of contact 
and is advised by Board member to have members of public "pass her a note" at a meeting if they have something to say.  Board members are not 
observed at the Library, seldom seen, most not patrons.  The Board Chairman at the time doesn't  have an active library card.  Meetings taking place by 
Zoom only, routinely.  Many/most public meetings of Board without notice of meeting or other compliance with Open Meetings Law.  
McCLINTOCK's comment on objection in December, 2020 on this basis (see above), on record, is:  "We do this all the time."  Board then goes into 
executive session and ignores public present seeking participation.  ANDERSON explains:  "Andrakay says not to worry because the statute of 
limitations has run", and there is nothing they can do about it.  

9/25/2020 Mac had been asking ANDERSON for PERSI for over a year and he kept putting her off.  Ltr from ANDERSON to Mac re: stipulated raise and 
holiday pay. ANDERSON said the Board voted, however, there is no record in the minutes. 

9/26/2020 Waltering plans and participates in armed militia convoy in Georgia under the name General "Brickwall" Jackson. 
10/1/2020 Eric promised pay raise to $12 per hour by ANDERSON in September and only received a raise to $10.18 in October. A few weeks later ANDERSON 

informed Eric that he miscalculated and Eric would receive a raise to $11.13 per hour and backpay for the previous month's error. 

10/1/2020 GROW transfers laptop information to his personal external hard drive with Dana and Jeff's personal info on it.  He removes internal hard drive of 
laptop. Laptop used by permission for home website work as noted above, contains home purchase details including tax returns, DD-214, bank records 
and other financial information.  GROW takes laptop and contents to his home.  Fraudulent tax return filed by UNKNOWN SUBJECTS within a short 
time thereafter.  At about the time of seizure by GROW, MAGGI transfers the personal information on  a flash drive she claims to own, including 
specific missing documents that ANDERSON needed to pay Dana for the website work. ANDERSON later in March, 2021, tells Dana to  just "make 
up a number and I will pay whatever" she wanted. Shortly after this transfer by MAGGI,  the invoices necessary for payment of website work are 
observed being remotely printed on a library copy machine at the Library.  

10/15/2020 Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
10/17/2020 MAGGI sends second stripper video to group including Dana's daughter without her knowledge.   Dana did not notice this group until intern Zoey 

made a comment that she had not seen this group yet.  The notification flashed across Dana's screen with Zoey's comment.  Dana states she has not seen 
and will look at later, but does not and has no intent to do so, having no interest in the subject. Dana still has no idea who is in the group.  Dana does 
not look at group membership until on or about March 27, 2021.  

10/19/2020 Gerald HIGGS complains about Mac for unspecified reasons which later prove to be personal animosity, not work related.  ANDERSON reprimands 
Mac without interview or fact investigation.  Eric is a witness to HIGGS' harassment of Mac. ANDERSON apologizes and forces Eric to "role play" 
what to do in a scenario when an employee is being harassed by a patron. 
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10/22/2020 Board Meeting via Zoom- ANDERSON has never been evaluated by the Board, as required by policy.  Board acknowledges need for system of 

evaluation of Director.  ANDERSON in fact is never evaluated by Board during approximately 4 years of Directorship.  At the same meeting where 
evaluation discussed, Board notes on record mention that Trustees BLOCKHAN and MCCLINTOCK are up for reelection soon.  No discussion 
regarding details and there never will be in the future prior to the election date.  Minutes unsigned by Secretary EL and Chairman.

10/27/2020 Boundary County Library closes due to GROW contracting Covid. ANDERSON tells Cari and Dana to come up with a reopening plan again.  Both 
refuse due to previous experience.  See chronology of prior closure. 

10/28/2020 Two year website hosting plan paid for by ANDERSON.  Ownership was transferred during ANDERSON's Directorship.
11/1/2020 ANDERSON writes on Mac's "happygram" thanks for her forgiveness.  All future happy grams will imply ANDERSON is looking for a way out of 

culpable misconduct of which Mac, Dana, Eric and Cari are aware.
11/1/2020 Website finished enough to go live, presented to board and waited for payment before making the website live through domain transfer.  Didn't trust 

them to pay.  Later the same Board will refuse to pay WILSON Law Firm and members object to the cost of the NUTSCH report. See 2021 
chronology.

11/3/2020 Library has been closed due to GROW contracting Covid.  There is no communication with staff during this period until ANDERSON sends text on 
11/3 stating "the Board" had directed the staff to wear masks, suspend storytime, submit concerns to Board via ANDERSON, not to Board directly.  
Staff later learn no Board action noticed for purported action summarized.

11/4/2020 GROW returns to work characterized by employees as appearing to be "zombie-like" and still clearly symptomatic.  ANDERSON nevertheless tasks 
him to assemble by hand the face shields to be worn per "Board" directive by the rest of the staff.  Dana informs ANDERSON of GROW's issues and 
he ignores her, stating he is "working on the Board's new protocols". He gave us all the protocols and stated that the Board had voted 5-0 and he didn't 
have a say. In fact, there is no record of Board action on this subject and ANDERSON later acknowledges to Dana and Mac that there never was, 
stating at that time he will "come clean and fess up" at a later staff meeting.

11/5/2020 Ltr from Geyman regarding Mac's mask exemption for migraines.
11/5/2020 Mac comes into work and sees GROW's state of lethargy and unresponsive to simple conversation.  She tells ANDERSON he needs to go home and 

appears to still be highly symptomatic.  Eric and Dana agree and join in recommendation.  ANDERSON tells GROW its his choice. 

11/5/2020 Frustrated employees begin writing letters to the Board as suggested in the "new protocols".  
11/12/2020 Failure to give public notice of meeting. Public comment not allowed.
11/13/2020 Mac and Dana evening conversation with ANDERSON in the library craft room.  He admits he lied to the staff about Board vote and public notice 

violations. He promises to confess to the staff and Board about what he had done. He said he feared termination for his actions.  He then threatened to 
fire Mac and Dana if they talked, and said that Idaho was an at-will state and he didn't need a reason. In fact, by statute Librarians are not at-will and 
may be terminated only for just cause.  Although not a veteran of any armed service, he also claims to have PTSD,  which he said explains all his bad 
decisions. 
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11/14/2020 Call from ANDERSON to Dana telling her he had spoken with the then-City Attorney, Andrakay Pluid, who later has become County Prosecutor, and 

confessed regarding all the open meetings violations.  He claimed to staff he also made such a confession to a Board member. He contacts Dana at 
home by phone and pointedly asks if "the past is in the past?".  She does not reply in the affirmative.  

11/14/2020 ANDERSON tries to correct all past Open Meetings notice violations by having Cari post all the past notices of meeting to appear as if they had always 
been there, all on the old website of the library, all at once.  ANDERSON comes in to attempt this change at the library on a Saturday, for which the 
library then had limited open hours of operation. 

11/16/2020 ANDERSON doesn't know how to interpret a new Governor's order on COVID, in response closes library. 
11/17/2020 Staff meeting in basement of library.  ANDERSON was supposedly going to "fess up" but ultimately chooses to say nothing to staff and instead talks 

about what a wonderful job he is doing. ANDERSON tells everyone that they will get pay raise increase of 3% because he sacrificed his pay increase.

11/19/2020 Board Meeting via Zoom- minutes unsigned by Chairman.
11/20/2020 Domain transfer for new website being processed- can take up to 7 days to go around the world per provider.  See printout of Wix email. Note the 

email address for the owner is boundarycountylibrary@gmail.com.  When GROW is made interim Director he will change the password which denies 
Cari and Dana access. Thereafter, DROZ makes unfounded threat to sue them for failure to transfer and related claims, which are never withdrawn.

11/21/2020 Mac begins exhibiting symptoms of Covid. Exactly two weeks since she was exposed to GROW while symptomatic, assembling employee mask guards 
for all staff.

11/25/2020 Geyman confirmation of Mac testing positive for Covid.  ANDERSON reprimands Mac for working on the previous Saturday with a headache.  She is 
exposed to termination five months previously for calling in sick with migraine headache.  She had retaliation for headache absences previously.  Cari, 
Dana and Eric are the only employees who say they were in proximity to Mac, despite everyone being exposed. Those who admit contact are also sent 
home for ten days. In fact, all employees are apparently exposed, but the others remain at work.

11/26/2020 Transfer of website complete. Domain contact confirmed as ANDERSON. See printout.
11/30/2020 Cari - check 8169  $2500 no persi, taxes, etc. on stub.
12/1/2020 Approximate Date - ANDERSON advises Dana privately of his intent to resign. Dana then advises him she will apply for the position.  ANDERSON 

begins to advise others Dana was going to be the next director and he would recommend her.
12/1/2020 Approximate Date: Mac tells ANDERSON she wants to have meeting and speak to the Board. He asked why, demands to know subject matter.  She 

advises all concerns voiced by staff to date.  ANDERSON refuses to allow her access to the Board or public comment time.  Mac later advises 
BLOCKHAN of her request.  He ignores her and refuses to acknowledge her presence.  The Board is inaccessible to employees. 

12/3/2020 FMLA retaliation against Mac.  Mac's  proposed letter of discipline openly left by ANDERSON in publicly available area,  for all to see.  MAGGI 
learns of its contents two weeks prior because employee Lynn showed it to her.  Conspiracy among non-whistleblowers to get Mac terminated while 
she was on leave for COVID immediately prior.
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12/7/2020 Dtd 12/3 but given to Mac on 12/7. Disciplinary letter from ANDERSON given to Mac the day she returned from FMLA leave after having Covid, 

reduces hours, changes schedule, removes Saturdays, changes job duties (removes upstairs duties).  Letter passed around to staff before given to her 
and left at front desk for all to see.  ANDERSON refuses to discuss with Mac.

12/7/2020 Audio recording of meeting with Lynn and ANDERSON regarding discipline letter. Mac requests copy of her personnel file.
12/7/2020 Employee Lynn attempts to physically intimidate Dana at work, unknown reason at time.  Later, motive apparent.
12/8/2020 Cari witnesses ANDERSON solicit complaint from Larry Hosterman regarding Mac.  He gives him a handwritten complaint.  
12/8/2020 Cari adds 2-step verification added to login for boundarycountylibrary@gmail.com accessing library website.

12/11/2020 ANDERSON institutes unlawful practice for himself, GROW and MAGGI, which he names "Flex Days".  He is the only beneficiary at first.  MAGGI 
and GROW follow later. Essentially billed as an 'incentive' for volunteering to work on Saturdays, each are paid for 8 hours if they work only 4, but 
only on Saturdays.  This arose as an incentive for certain employees to work Saturday after Mac was removed due to her disciplinary letter. This same 
benefit is not offered to other Saturday workers. Those who participate (ANDERSON, GROW, MAGGI) are already salaried workers receiving pay for 
Saturdays whether they schedule it or not. Other staff object.  ANDERSON then writes in the library daily Journal that MAGGI and GROW will make 
up those hours by the end of the month.  He continues the benefit for himself.

12/14/2020 Mac continues to request personnel file and ANDERSON keeps saying he is working on it.  He gives it to her only at the end of the day.  Board meets 
to terminate her in three days.

12/16/2020 MAGGI observed by witnesses on library property, dancing and singing, "someone is going to get fired tomorrow," as she exits the library. GROW 
attempts to quiet her.  The next day executive board session is set to consider her termination "for cause", later completely withdrawn.  See chronology 
infra. 

12/17/2020 Executive session to terminate Mac. Members of the public are heard on record objecting.  ICFL facilitator present shouted at by Chairman  MACE 
screaming, "mute them now, mute them now!"

12/17/2020 Board Meeting via Zoom- executive session to discuss personnel matter, meeting later null and void by statutory noncompliance (multiple violations).  
Meeting minutes unsigned by Chairman (another set of minutes added by ANDERSON later, unsigned, attempts to create impression of "public 
interference" when objections to session are raised on the record.  MCCLINTOCK responds to objections:  "We do this all the time" with entrance of 
the executive session. ANDERSON's proposed minutes unsigned by him or the Chairman.

12/18/2020 MAGGI is confronted by Cari and Dana regarding saying that Mac is going to be fired.  She denies saying it. MAGGI, age 25,  will later be appointed 
in April by ASHWORTH as direct supervisor of all whistleblowers, as one of her first acts as "Librarian Emeritus". 

12/18/2020 Dana and Cari receive email from ANDERSON  regarding website, "Ok, Great is an understatement. It's beyond expectations!"  Board members do not 
authorize any contact information for them on site, do authorize feaux email addresses for each inviting contact.  In fact, all such attempts at contact are 
routed only to ANDERSON.

12/19/2020 Board meeting.  Public comment not allowed.
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12/20/2020 Approximate Date - Mac is told repeatedly by ANDERSON at this time and prior, that her family "does not need to attend the Board meetings" and 

strongly advises her against it. Until time of this chronology of events, it appears the public seldom attended Board meetings and many, if not most, 
were not noticed in the manner provided by law.  This conduct took place over a period of many years.  See, e.g., Election Chronology attached to Tort 
Claim Notice. The entire Withers extended family, all Bonners area residents, at this time began to receive openly hostile treatment by the non-
whistleblowers employed at the Library.  Dana begins to escort older Withers family members when they appear at the library to speak with Mac to 
avoid hostile treatment toward them from other library employees.

12/21/2020 Dana comes in on her day off to inform ANDERSON of meeting violation and retaliation against Mac.  Mac, Dana, and ANDERSON meet in Fab Lab.  
Dana tells ANDERSON he needs training on labor law, library law, a new policy manual with a progressive discipline plan, board training, etc. 
ANDERSON acknowledges.

12/22/2020 ANDERSON gives public notice that the meeting of December 19 to consider Mac's termination will be voided. ANDERSON is informed he doesn't 
have the authority to do that.  It needs to come from Board.  He claims to be unaware of this fact.   

12/23/2020 Text from ANDERSON to Dana saying he is thinking and praying on what was said in the Fab Lab in meeting about Mac's proposed termination and 
other issues, and states Mac "should not become a victim of my mistakes", or words to that exact effect.  Mac is thereafter fully reinstated, on paper, 
and extolled by ANDERSON in her notice of such that she is "an exemplary employee".

12/27/2020 ANDERSON tells Dana he is going to call each of the Board members to discuss the public notice and nullifying the meeting.  Dana shows 
ANDERSON the Open Meetings Law regarding not acting as a go between. He is unaware that all Board business needs to be conducted at public 
meetings and is unaware of the provisions of the Attorney General's guidebook manual providing simple and direct answers to commonly asked 
questions of public officials in this regard.  Dana supplies him with that manual. 

12/30/2020 Special Board Meeting via Zoom - No minutes reflecting nullified meeting from 12/17/20.  Chairman MACE is smoking on camera throughout the 
entire meeting. 

12/31/2020 ANDERSON gives exemplary letter to Mac, revokes all previous discipline and letters from her personnel file.
1/1/2021 Dianna, not acting in any supervisory capacity, reprimands Eric for not producing the minutes of the Board meeting according to her timeline.  She is 

not Eric's supervisor and neither ANDERSON nor the Board have complained of untimely minutes.  Eric is also not being paid to be the Board 
secretary. ANDERSON will not work these duties into Eric's regularly scheduled hours even though he is required to perform these duties. Eric also 
did not get paid for morning Board meetings. 

1/2/2021 GROW disparages ANDERSON in social media chat room of librarians where FMLA discussions are taking place. 
1/4/2021 GROW accuses Dana of advising ANDERSON of his disparaging remarks on social media, a false allegation. This will mark the beginning of GROW's 

overt retaliation against Dana. GROW has reputation for petty retaliation and outbursts of anger against female employees who "do not listen" to him 
or his directives.  GROW has no assigned supervisory duties and is not identified in any organizational structure as anyone's "supervisor".
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Date Incident
1/10/2021 Approximate Date - Dana asks ANDERSON again to address the mounting back log in circulation. Estimated value of books and other items purchased 

but never made available to the public at the time is conservatively $20,000.  He has previously promised to address lack of public availability of 
purchased materials at the library, stored on stairways and various places out of public view, but not done so.  He states, "I'm not lying this time, I 
really have a plan."  Two weeks later stacks of DVDs are put into book sale.  That was his only identified  plan for solving chronic lack of display of 
purchases books and other materials. 

1/13/2021 GROW text to ANDERSON - "Something that has been bothering me for quite a little while is Dana taking the laptop home every night. Is there 
anything special she's working on after work? Everything that I know she does can be done here at work. She's only on the desk for an hour a day, and 
I'll cover that if she needs the time. As your IT guy I would advise on it staying in the library. She's been taking it home every night for months. Think 
about it and let me know. Derrick"  This is a few days after ANDERSON advises Dana by text that her personal information, taken home with the work 
laptop given for home use on website over last year, states all such information has been "deleted", and a matter of a few weeks after a fraudulent tax 
return is filed in the name of Dana and her husband, after disappearance of that data from her work computer at GROW'S insistence to "change out" the 
hard drive in October or late September of 2020.  ANDERSON allows Dana to take laptop home for continued work on website in preparation for 
winter reading and for typing Board minutes, despite GROW's objections. She is expressly permitted by ANDERSON to utilize this device for home 
purposes given the number of hours she is required to work on library tasks from home, outside regular business working hours.  See chronology, 
supra.

1/19/2021 ANDERSON leaves his own resignation letter at circulation desk for all to see.  He gives no date for his departure. 
1/21/2021 After making several requests of the Director to speak to the Board, Dana asks BLOCKHAN to speak to her privately in the Fab Lab after the meeting.  

Dana asks him to consider changing the meeting time so that members of the public who work as well as very interested employees can attend.  He 
ignores the request and changes the subject to his own present work outside the library. Dana tells him she is considering applying for the open 
position.  He again dismisses her and talks about construction issues at his place of work.  

1/21/2021 Board Meeting via Zoom - discussion regarding Casino deal with Fab Lab, ICRMP training from McNall. Among other things, he instructs them on 
approving expenditures, librarians are not at will employees, dispute resolution, etc. At the conclusion, Board Chair MACE states, "That all went right 
over my head," implying the efforts of ICRMP's Risk Management specialist, attorney McNall, and ICFL's facilitator,  Sitz, are wasting her time.  At 
the time, both ICRMP and ICFL are assisting the Board policy committee in drafting a new policy manual. ANDERSON reads his resignation letter 
aloud at this meeting. - minutes unsigned by Secretary EL and Chairman.

1/21/2021 Despite BOHACHEK's hesitations regarding using the Fab Lab to provide parts for the machines at the casino, ANDERSON goes forward with the 
deal and trades for services with the casino using MAGGI and GROW to mass produce the parts, which is a second, serious and clear violation of the 
Fab Lab/M.I.T. contract known to exist at the Library at the time. No financial accounting for the benefit thereby conferred on the Casino by the 
District is created or known to exist.
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1/22/2021 ANDERSON is absent from work.  GROW arrives at 10 am and tells everyone that he is "in charge."  He is ignored by all employees present.  

Throughout the day he attempts to assert authority that no employees acknowledge. He cites no source for his claim of authority.  During the lunch 
hour, GROW engages Mac in an angry tone and she retreats to the stairwell.  He runs at her, shouting, and in a manner which causes her to fear he will 
come in contact with her at the top of the stairs, which are steep and a fall from which would likely cause serious physical injury or death.  He accosts 
Mac as she retreats on the stairs and shouts at her.  GROW is middle-aged, heavy set, and much larger than Mac, a petite woman in her 50's.  Patrons 
observe his attack and his actions cause several  to become upset and leave the building, including children. MAGGI quickly advises all present she 
"...wants to stay out of it", but then emails a full report to Lynn blaming Mac. No one reports the incident to ANDERSON except for Dana, on Mac's 
behalf.  ANDERSON never investigates or speaks to Mac regarding the incident. GROW will later be rewarded with Dana's schedule at his request, 
and in two months, gladly "accepts the challenge" of being named interim Director of the Library, having no Library experience.  His retaliation 
continues as noted herein. 

2/1/2021 W2 inaccurate for Cari and Dana. ANDERSON refuses to discuss or issue new W2s.
2/1/2021 ANDERSON refuses to provide budget for summer reading program. He acknowledges he has never provided a budget for programs and doesn't seem 

to know how. Ultimately, Dana and Cari make a written proposal for such programs, which he accepts but which is later abandoned when GROW and 
ASHWORTH are appointed in quick succession as Interim Director and Director by the Board.

2/1/2021 Approximate Date - ANDERSON asks Dana to help him become compliant in FMLA.  Dana learns ANDERSON has not tracked sick leave at any time 
other than saving some text messages of time requested off work.  Dana provides him with first steps toward compliance, including written materials 
and a tutorial.  He shows her spreadsheet a week or so later with his calculation of his own sick leave.  This is as far as he made it. It was around this 
time Dana requests ANDERSON to become compliant with his labor posters and showed him where to go to find those.  At the time, ANDERSON 
states he is under the impression that Federal Wage, Hour, FMLA and other postings do not apply to the Library, because they only apply to Federal 
employees.  He has been the Director at this time for four years. 

2/2/2021 Ltr from Dana to Board of Trustees - First of 3 letters sent. Dana asks ANDERSON to hand deliver in a sealed envelope to each of the Board members 
with the packets that he was delivering for the upcoming Board meeting.  In this letter, clearly labeled, is a section on "Crisis in Management", which 
broadly outlines the need to address multiple management compliance issues.  This letter is never acknowledged by the Board, although ANDERSON 
states he hand delivered it to all Board members prior to the meeting.  After this date, Dana's presence as Recording Secretary of the Board is never 
acknowledged, although she is required to work in that capacity and continues to do so for a time with Eric as second secretary.

2/2/2021 ANDERSON tells Dana he is going to spend the day on the phone recommending her as next Director.
2/4/2021 Board Meeting via Zoom - FMLA discussion regarding 50/75 rule and opting in voluntarily, BOHACHEK says they should talk about the letter 

(referring to Dana's February 2 letter), Chair MACE abruptly closes all Board discussion on the topic and it is never mentioned again. Minutes 
unsigned by Secretary EL and Chairman.
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2/5/2021 Approximate date:   ANDERSON approaches Dana at her desk upstairs and advises he had "something to show her". He escorts  her outside and 

advises he wanted to show her "the roof."  It is a cold and rainy day.  This causes Dana concern given recent events concerning ANDERSON and his 
apparent instability.  She advised him she did not want to go onto the roof with him.  He then  instead walks her to the top of the South Hill to "show 
her the roof".  He then privately tells her she was going to be the next Director and that he wanted to answer any and all questions she had about the 
library and show her everything regarding maintenance of the building.  He proceeded to walk her around the Library in the pouring rain for 
approximately 3 hours.  Employee Lynn opens her window and listens while they are close to the building and overhears conversation indicating he is 
preparing Dana for Directorship. Heavy retaliation after this date from all non-whistleblowers . Dana forwards 2.2.21 letter to Board to ICFL, Emily 
Sitz. Sitz advises not her job, suggests forwarding to ICRMP. 

2/5/2021 GROW privately arranges with ANDERSON to give him Dana's work schedule. Dana is the only working mother employee of the Library at the time, 
GROW works at his leisure and is salaried.  Dana objects to ANDERSON, who relents and reverses the punitive award of her schedule to GROW. Cari 
sees and reports to ANDERSON that employees Lynn and Dianna are "going after Dana" upstairs, shouting can be heard at his location in the 
basement.  ANDERSON, Cari and Dana meeting in craft room. Text messages with ANDERSON that evening regarding schedule changes, retaliation 
and hostile work environment evident and intensifying.  ANDERSON refuses to act or investigate.

2/8/2021 ANDERSON moves his office from the basement to upstairs with Dianna and Lynn.  Cari is told to move downstairs. Dana moves her desk downstairs 
for personal safety reasons,  as circumstances become more unsafe upstairs. 

2/12/2021 ANDERSON shows up for work in the morning holding a spiral notebook and states that it is his lesson plan for the day and he has come up with tasks 
for each of the employees.  He proceeds to go to each employee and tell them their assignment.  Dana's is in scope a project that facially takes weeks to 
complete, particularly with all other duties still in force.  ANDERSON demands status on assignment that afternoon, to write a grant for a new awe 
computer. Mac's similarly obscure and difficult.  GROW and MAGGI spend the entire work day together in a private room area in very close physical 
proximity, without supervision.
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2/12/2021 Dana approached ANDERSON in regards to their W2 and 1099 forms. He refuses to talk to Dana or schedule a time. He becomes hostile and lunges at 

Dana during a quiet conversation about work issues in ANDERSON'S office.  He later acknowledges this attack to Dana and her husband, Jeff, who 
meets with ANDERSON at the Library in the next month. ANDERSON'S own account of his actions illustrate his conduct was physically threatening 
and could be interpreted as an attack.  He acknowledges Dana appeared threatened by his actions and stepped back. At 4:15pm  that day, ANDERSON 
takes Dana's work computer, without explanation. Dana said "I need that to do my job." He replied "it's going to stay right here".  This is approximately 
four months after the computer and its original hard drive were taken without notice by GROW to his home, and hard drive containing private financial 
information removed.  A fraudulent tax return was filed in her name by UNKNOWN SUBJECTS shortly after this date.  When asked why this action 
taken now, ANDERSON repeated "it's going to stay right here" and  "I don't want you to take the laptop home." Dana stated she would comply. 
ANDERSON followed and told Dana to change the password which inferred that he tried to access it but failed.  Her husband, Jeff,  arrived at closing 
and Dana attempted to speak once more to ANDERSON about the taxes and 1099. ANDERSON then and there committed to a meeting to discuss on 
Tuesday.

2/15/2021 Approximate Date: 1099 NEC issued.  Dana questions,  ANDERSON didn’t understand it and told Dana she could contact Schulte on his behalf to 
correct it. Dana called Schulte’s office and is treated with contempt and dismissal, along with the suggestion "if you don't like it, why don't you quit?"  
Schulte's office refuses to assist despite direction from ANDERSON that Dana solve problem with them.  Net result is potential tax adverse impact in 
the thousands of dollars.

2/16/2021 Jeff meets with ANDERSON at the library about these issues, explaining the law as it pertains to employees treated as  independent contractors, among 
other things.   Further discussion ANDERSON included potential tax penalties and fines for willful avoidance of Federal and State tax liabilities, 
contributions and other benefits of employees mischaracterized as contractors to avoid tax liability and defraud employees. ANDERSON admitted the 
details discussed between the two men were true and he would go immediately to Leonard that same day.  Other issues were discussed making it clear 
ANDERSON intended to acknowledge wrongdoing and take responsibility for any damage.  He then left the library. BLOCKHAN was present in the 
library at the time of this meeting and called ANDERSON during his meeting with Jeff.  His statements during that conversation with ANDERSON 
were openly played by ANDERSON in Jeff's hearing, and made it clear BLOCKHAN wished to come to the library basement, where the meeting was 
taking place, and physically intervene on ANDERSON'S behalf.  ANDERSON refused BLOCKHAN'S offer of "assistance" made during this call.  It 
was clearly understood as an attempt to physically intimidate and had no other stated or apparent bona fide purpose. 

2/17/2021 ANDERSON takes Dana into workroom and apologizes for lunging at her and he was sorry if  she felt threatened.
2/18/2021 Board Meeting via Zoom - discussions regarding retaining WILSON Law Firm, BOHACHEK seen also taking minutes as they ignore that Eric is the 

appointed Secretary - minutes unsigned by Secretary EL and Chairman.
2/18/2021 ANDERSON walks by Cari working at the front desk and leaves a mini post-it saying "1099 is on its way" and walks off. This implies that he was still 

classifying them as independent contractors.
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2/19/2021 ANDERSON asks Dana for invoices that he had lost from the website creation. Dana tells him that GROW is the only person who has them on his hard 

drive at his house.  He is on vacation. At this time and for the first time, Jeff learns that GROW has his personal financial information including tax 
returns, bank records, credit cards, home mortgage application, Oregon State Bar attorney records, Social Security statements, etc. at GROW's home.  
He writes letter to ANDERSON.  Dana is at work when it is sent. Note: Tax returns were fraudulently filed in his name late October, 2020.  The 
missing invoices from the same hard drive taken by GROW would  later be found on MAGGI's personal flash drive. 

2/19/2021 ANDERSON tells Dana "1099 is coming" Dana stops him and says this is the opposite of what we discussed. ANDERSON stated he was confused and 
admitted that he didn't really understand any of  "it". Dana calls CPA office as a result, at direction of ANDERSON, but office employee refuses to talk 
without ANDERSON present.  She advises the earliest Dana could expect to speak to the CPA for the library was  mid-March. Dana relays this to 
ANDERSON. ANDERSON advises he found someone to advise him and it was "in the works."

2/20/2021 Approximate Date: ANDERSON's office packed up by Cari, Dana and Jeff and put in craft room.  Boxes stayed in craft room after departure. 
ASHWORTH took 8 bags of records home while she was a volunteer.

2/23/2021 Carolina Withers posts on Facebook regarding her own bad experience with the Board and encourages the public to start attending meetings.  Andrakay 
Pluid publicly comments and pretends to not know anything about the Library's activities. A Board member will later call this, in writing,  a "smear  
campaign" by Dana.   The same member threatens lawsuit when public reports of child endangerment are reported in local media by Dana and Jeff.

2/23/2021 Cari received 1099 and inaccurate W2. Dana also receives 1099.
2/24/2021 Former Board member, Larry Hosterman, meets with ANDERSON for long talk in Fab Lab regarding issues. 
2/25/2021 Dana approaches BOHACHEK after the Board meeting and asks him if he has heard our cries for help, referring to the letters written to the Board.  He 

says he has and confirms that the Board received Dana's letter of February 2. He says Dana is obviously overqualified for the position, but will never 
get it because of the "smear campaign."  No factual basis for allegation given, though requested. Dana requests Board contact information and Board 
member BOHACHEK provides her his card with an email address. There are no restrictions or confidentiality placed on it.  

2/25/2021 Special Board Meeting via Zoom - WILSON Law Firm formally retained, Eric and Dana removed as Board Secretaries - no minutes (the notes are 
contained on Dana's legal pad left at the library and stolen by ASHWORTH.  Dana notified WILSON of their existence on March 13th and received no 
response.)

2/25/2021 Dana explains to board member BOHACHEK the website tax issue.  He seems to understand, but takes no action and provides no advice.

2/26/2021 Dana asked ANDERSON if he had a chance to look into the tax issue. He claimed he would work on it all next week as the board wanted it resolved 
quickly.

2/27/2021 Dana emailed BOHACHEK about the website tax issue being that the board wanted to resolve it quickly. Attachment provided for him to forward to 
Tim WILSON.
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3/1/2021 Approximate Date - ANDERSON and Dana discuss a recent incident with Mac and Gerald HIGGS.  HIGGS's mug shot and conviction record for 

sexual abuse was then maintained in a binder kept at the Library, which disappeared on or about the first day ASHWORTH assumed the de facto duties 
of library Director in April, 2021.  It was learned at that time that HIGGS, who frequented the library and characterizes himself as an important shaper 
of public policy in the community, had previously also written love letters to a former teenage intern at the library for about a year during the intern's 
tenure.  Dana questioned ANDERSON about the veracity of this claim.  He confirmed that it happened and stated that his failure to report this activity 
and stop it was "his biggest regret" as director.  He admitted that he didn't turn HIGGS in to the police and he never did anything about the threat, rather 
concealing it from the public and others tasked with public protection.  He claimed that he was so new and was busy with the Fab Lab when first hired 
that he simply "forgot about it". Dana advised him the statute of limitations on any crime committed against a minor on the premises may not have run,  
and that HIGGS was a registered sex offender who frequented the Library.  He just shrugged his shoulders and walked away.  

3/1/2021 Ltr from Eric to Board - recommendation of Dana for position of Director.  Unbeknownst to Eric, this will mark him for retaliation and ultimate 
termination for reasons which are never given or disclosed by ASHWORTH, his accuser, or her successor, GLIDDEN. He is terminated without 
evidence of any kind presented against him at a full Board hearing in February, 2022, despite his history of exemplary performance as Librarian for 
over 30 years in a public library out of State.

3/1/2021 Mac reprimanded by ANDERSON for stopping personal romantic contact between two teens downstairs.  Hawk's landing report to ANDERSON. 

3/4/2021 Ltr from Mac to Board of Trustees, copied to WILSON.  Mac describes a hostile workplace, retaliation, lack of response by Board, illegal activities, 
payroll issues, misconduct, intimidation, ANDERSON's mental health and violence.  No response from anyone. 

3/4/2021 Shower curtains finally removed from circulation desk area after a year.
3/5/2021 Cari sends ltr to Board recommending Dana for Director position. No response.  This marks Cari for retaliation, unbeknownst to her, and she is given 

notice of intent to terminate by ASHWORTH in late September, 2021.
3/5/2021 Dianna overheard by Cari whispering to MAGGI that she is going to not come in on Mondays, so she can work on Fridays and observe what the Friday 

people (whistleblowers) are doing. 
3/6/2021 Lynn comes in off-duty on a Saturday and reprimands Eric for putting outdated uncatalogued Idaho books from ANDERSON's office cleanup into the 

book sale.  She states that he is not from Idaho so he cannot weed books about Idaho. Lynn is not Eric's supervisor. She orders him to find and remove 
books from the sale.  Later all these books will be carted off to the landfill anyway. See Eric's notes for detail. 
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3/12/2021 Approximate Date - Mac had been asking to speak to ANDERSON for weeks regarding discrepancies in her paychecks.   Refuses to speak to her 

without the presence of counsel.    She asks him to set that up and he provides the printout that makes no sense instead.  She goes to Schulte's office to 
get printouts of her paychecks. ANDERSON paid Mac in cash on two occasions, placing the cash in envelopes for her later discovery. At about this 
time, ANDERSON referred all employee questions to WILSON law firm, who declined to engage in direct communication with the same employees. 
Later ASHWORTH and GROW would do the same with the same results.  This practice apparently resulted in extensive attorney fees for routines 
matters, which WILSON Law Firm deemed outside the scope of their representation.  Subsequent budget disclosures suggest that these additional 
attorney fees may have totaled at least $40,000 as of 2021 budget hearing, however, ASHWORTH refused to disclose to the public the actual amount 
accrued in attorney fees as a result of this practice. 

3/13/2021 Ltr from Dana to Board of Trustees, copied to WILSON.  Issues include payroll, noncompliance, FMLA, hostile workplace, retaliation, illegal 
activities, fiscal mismanagement, inaction by the Board, safety concerns and Director mental health concerns.

3/16/2021 After learning that the Board and WILSON were not providing ANDERSON any of the recent correspondence from employees, Dana put together 
folder for him containing her letters, Mac's letter, and the website/tax summary issue. ANDERSON agreed to read through it that evening and said he 
would meet with Eric and Dana to discuss all the issues the following day.  After reading the letters, he never spoke to Dana again. 

3/17/2021 Email from BOHACHEK to Dana in response to second letter sent to the Board on 3/13/21, copied to WILSON.  Substance:  "I'm too busy with my 
bees, leave me alone."

3/17/2021 Proposal to Boundary County Library by  ASHWORTH & S.A. Associates signed and dated by ASHWORTH.  She has no known duties or 
involvement with the Board or staff of the library at the time, having resigned on full PERSI retirement years previously, after arranging for 
ANDERSON as her successor.  Her new duties as "volunteer" "Director Emeritus" include all the same duties she performed during her public 
employment for which she is then currently drawing full benefits.  Her proposal falsely states she represents a nationally recognized consulting firm, 
S.A. Associates, for which there is no record of formation in this or any other State utilizing any of ASHWORTH's known names, aliases or associates.  
She later enters into a contract of employment with the library for $1.00 according to former Mayor Darrell Kerby, stating PERSI has verified this 
unlawful arrangement.  In fact, at the time, both State and Federal law preclude employment of any kind for less than minimum published wage.  
ASHWORTH continues to draw her full retirement during all periods of this "employment", and neither the District nor ASHWORTH apparently ever 
advise PERSI or any other State or Federal agency of her actual employment status and duties, which are identical to those for which she draws full 
retirement.  This arrangement continues for more than five months.

3/18/2021 Board Meeting via Zoom - minutes unsigned by Secretary KW and Chairman.  All zoom meetings are muted to bar public comment.
3/18/2021 WILSON Law Firm retained.
3/19/2021 Email to ANDERSON from JB regarding tax issue, demand for return of information from GROW, lunging at wife.
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3/20/2021 Eric was hired in 2020 as a part time employee working 40 hours per month. By July 2020, he was working 80 hours per month.  He told ANDERSON 

he did not want to be in PERSI range since he had already retired from the Sonoma County Library.  ANDERSON did not understand PERSI 
calculations and scheduled Eric to be in PERSI range.  Eric was notified by PERSI of his delinquency.  For at least four months he was sent threatening 
delinquent letters.  The library had to pay their portion of Eric's PERSI even though he has agreed to not collect retirement.  Eric believes the Library 
paid approximately $3,500 to $4000 for this mistake.

3/23/2021 Dana and Cari's 1099 corrected to zero balance, but no corrected W2.
3/23/2021 Dana and Cari handed papers by ANDERSON showing breakdown of overtime hours , three different rates, PERSI, Taxes and Cari's 401 contributions. 

1st paper showed Cari owed library even though she had 245 hours of website work that was not put through payroll from may to Nov. 2020. 
ANDERSON came downstairs and said library would pay withholding as it wasn't done properly through payroll. ANDERSON contacted Schulte's 
office hour later and then they received new balance sheets without explanation of what they meant. These are placed in Dana's work desk but later 
disappear May 10, 2021, during interrupted attempt by ASHWORTH to remove and claim ownership of all property left by employees at library as 
result of emergency closure without notice April 15. Dana given permission to go to Schulte's to have these new documents deciphered.  Schulte staff 
openly contemptuous, advise both women they  "should quit their jobs and hire a lawyer instead of dragging this on so long". We told her we've been 
trying to get it fixed since May and June. We just wanted corrected W2's. Tammy advises corrected forms "impossible" due to limits on computer 
software, which are unexplained.

3/23/2021 Took 3 attempts to resolve the tax issue, multiple insults for attempts to resolve mischaracterization of employee hours as independent contractor 
payments.  Open hostility and insulting behavior from Schulte staff. Cari and Dana advise ANDERSON check ultimately given for resolution will be 
restrictively endorsed as not a release. 

3/24/2021 ANDERSON forwards letter from Jeff to WILSON.  WILSON emails Jeff and tells him he will respond to his public records request regarding hard 
drives within 10 days. 

3/24/2021 Special Board Meeting via Zoom - ASHWORTH and GROW appointed to replace ANDERSON effective April 1, BLOCKHAN physically present for 
meeting, verbally confrontational with Mac's husband, also present, in presence of several members of public attending meeting.  Applause audible 
from employees Lynn, Dianna and MAGGI present upstairs behind closed doors with ASHWORTH and GROW.  BLOCKHAN advises upstairs crew 
to "call [him] if anyone came up and harassed them".  ASHWORTH misrepresents to the Board and the public that she operates a consulting company 
under an assumed business name. - minutes unsigned by Secretary KW and Chairman. ANDERSON leaves the library and is never seen again.  He 
does not return brand new laptop provided by Census Bureau to the Library.  When asked he advises it was his "gift to himself". 

3/25/2021 GROW installs his personal cameras and points them at circulation desk employees.  Nobody is notified where cameras are placed.  GROW has 
demonstrated capacity to remotely monitor cameras from his mobile phone.

3/26/2021 MAGGI complains to ASHWORTH and GROW that she "observed Dana speaking with a patron and encouraging that patron to contact a BCL Board 
member and complain about the conditions at the Library." Eric's termination notice will later have the exact words, however, he is not mentioned in 
the investigator's report regarding this. 
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3/26/2021 Dana, Mac and Eric work the library all day while ASHWORTH, Dianna, Teri, GROW, BLOCKHAN and MAGGI are behind locked doors meeting.  

This continued for at least 3 days while the whistleblowers were left to run the entire library and its operations. At 4:10 Dana is told by MAGGI to 
come into the office and is disciplined by ASHWORTH for "campaigning."  ASHWORTH has no legal authority from Board to act until April 1, 2021, 
at the earliest.  She conducts the meeting, and advises her that her supervisor is the employee, MAGGI, whose stripper video was sent to Dana's 
daughter.  GROW participates and in full agreement with punitive measure taken by ASHWORTH, and is Interim Director at the time.  See full  
investigative report.[Excised from this exhibit]. According to SONYALEE NUTSCH report,  this action was taken by ASHWORTH and BLOCKHAN 
at the express direction of WILSON.  No specific claim of misconduct or conduct which violates lawful policy is cited or relied upon for discipline.

3/26/2021 Lynn's son, Devon, left in library after hours. Cash still laying around unsecured in various locations known to staff, including his mother.
3/27/2021 Dana scrolls through phone late at night saving messages from library chats.  For the first time she looks at the group titled Library Strippers and sees 

that her daughter has been sent the stripper video. She reads through the chat and sees that her daughter watched the videos and commented.  She tells 
Jeff about it first thing next morning. 

3/29/2021 11 identical copies of criminal disorderly conduct statute, State of Idaho,  Title 18, are posted at Dana's work station and various locations throughout 
library. All reading advised to avoid "loud or boisterous" activity in public places, which will constitute a crime worthy of arrest and imprisonment.  
Police later contacted to monitor public District Board meetings, under false report by GROW and ASHWORTH that whistleblowers and family 
members constitute "threat to public safety" by objecting to course of conduct summarized herein. When asked by a patron about the posters, 
ASHWORTH says, "We've always had those."  Investigation discloses this is fabrication in support of unsworn falsification and unlawful destruction 
or alteration of public records of Board and staff activity.  Investigation later discloses ASHWORTH prime mover in removal and alteration/destruction 
of private employee property and public records.

3/29/2021 Ltr to WILSON from Jeff at 2:18 p.m. reporting that a librarian has sent sexually explicit material to his daughter. Copied to ICRMP.  WILSON 
advised by Jeff in email District acting as criminal enterprise, explanation demanded.  None received.

3/29/2021 Text messages with Mac that confirm Dana has no idea how to get out of MAGGI's Facebook Messenger group called Library Strippers.  Dana also 
told the same to Undersheriff Stevens and asked that he remove it for her.  He didn't know how either and asked that Dana leave it for now to preserve 
evidence.  At time of this writing, video remains posted to best of knowledge and belief.   NUTSCH accuses Dana of lying since she is a tech educator 
she should know how to get out of the group.  No evidence in support.  NUTSCH report refused on request, redacted form references on evidence in 
support of conclusion. NUTSCH denies in writing retained as attorney and makes no conclusion of law or fact, admits acting as "agent" for Board in 
making report and conducting interviews.  Correspondence record confirms no factual basis for legal conclusion, which is basis for notice of 
termination.  Unredacted report refused despite repeated written requests.

3/29/2021 During the day, MAGGI unfriends Dana on Facebook and attempts to remove herself from the stripper group.
3/29/2021 WILSON emails Jeff at 10:01 p.m. saying that Jeff's email went to his spam folder.  He seems to be talking about the public records request  and makes 

no mention of the sexually explicit content email. 
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3/30/2021 Email from WILSON stating that there are no records to produce regarding the theft of personal information.  He states the hard drive is at the library.  

He makes no reference to the personal external hard drive maintained at GROW residence and to which data was likely transferred by GROW to 
support later claim of "deletion".

3/30/2021 GROW sends email to Dana pretending to be ANDERSON.  GROW is not authorized to act as interim Director until April 1. 
3/30/2021 MAGGI is still on the schedule to work. Jeff calls WILSON's office in the morning and speaks with WILSON's assistant Teresa, reinforces 

confidentiality of sexually explicit material sent with email to Wilson 3/29.  Teresa's son, Greg, later contacts various community members on public 
street near WILSON office representing the "inside story" from his mother's contact with WILSON is that "evidence is all manufactured".  Greg 
unwittingly repeats this falsehood to group of strangers, including Dana Boiler, who identifies herself after the falsehoods are repeated to the group.  
Notwithstanding, Greg refuses to recant.  Later explanations for complaint include:  1.  It is "manufactured evidence"; 2.  It occurred but with mother's 
full knowledge and consent; 3.  It occurred but was part of "master plan" of Boilers to "set up" MAGGI for unknown reasons; 4.  It was an exercise 
video; 5.  It occurred but with a body double and was not a library employee.

3/31/2021 Memo given to staff with paychecks by ASHWORTH, Operation Reset plan, proposal.
3/31/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Boundary County Library director ANDERSON retiring
3/31/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland- Library moves forward despite challenging year
3/31/2021 Copy of current policy manual adopted 3/31/21
3/31/2021 Board Meeting via Zoom - personnel policy approved, FMLA from old policy adopted, "chairman notes personnel policy written by ICRMP" - minutes 

unsigned by Secretary DROZ and Chairman. Again nobody facilitates meeting with public. 
3/31/2021 Dana received 2 checks for website dated 3/31/2021 $447.10 #8328, 3/31/2021 $979.05 #8326. Both restrictively endorsed,  "not a release".  Cari's 2 

checks #8327 $174.47, #8329 $379.32.
3/31/2021 Emails to/ from Jeff and WILSON - GROW stealing personal information, did not address the personal hard drive issue, safety concerns, preservation 

of evidence demanded. No investigation or contact in furtherance of.
4/1/2021 According to Prosecutor Andrakay Pluid, incident was sent to ISP today.   Later ISP public records request response shows this patently false, as is 

representation that any ISP investigation occurred on sexual material complaint on the merits. 
4/1/2021 Incident with BLANFORD and Dana in the basement. Jeff, Mac, husband, Dana, BLANFORD only parties present.  Four witnesses describe 

BLANFORD'S conduct as physically threatening, BLANFORD shouts insults at Dana and points to "disorderly conduct/arrest" poster as leaving the 
room.  Any attempt at Board contact is met with hostility. 

4/1/2021 Journal entry from ASHWORTH  to staff regarding operation reset.
4/1/2021 GROW and ASHWORTH put out new April schedule.  Dana schedule is changed so that GROW and MAGGI have her hours. ANDERSON admits 

previously identical conduct by GROW  was retaliatory.  Dana is forced to work Saturdays, despite being the only mother with young home schooled 
children. Dana's hours are summarily reduced, despite by Board vote that she personally must work 144 hours per month.  She is shorted pay 
accordingly. 
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4/3/2021 Dana's notes indicate that she "worked her first Saturday with Mac and Eric."  Her husband chaperoned for safety again.  Library pets touted as part of 

"Amy's Wild Life" promotion are being starved or seriously neglected at library.  Patrons often complaining, several in writing.  GROW and 
ASHWORTH ignore all such complaints unless solicited against whistleblowers.  There are only two  Saturdays prior to emergency closure where a 
patron could have made a complaint, April 2 and April 10.  Whistleblowers accused of "soliciting" complaints, record and investigative results show 
other.

4/3/2021 Sex offender book and policy manual kept in the back work area removed from library by ASHWORTH and is never returned.  HIGGS mug shot and 
conviction record included in materials removed.  HIGGS later given special consideration and public comment time before Board on various matters 
of District expenditure.  Note:  HIGGS has advocated at library for high school to close during Covid and students to be required to attend education 
classes at Library, which he frequents.  See, HIGGS minor stalking incident, infra.

4/5/2021  Dana observes the presence of a suspicious older man in the children's department [KNOWN SUBJECT, NAME WITHHELD] who is viewing 
pornography and hanging around the kids at the library and the children's department all day every day.  He spends the entire day at a children's table, 
Jeff observes this individual on several occasions this date and through closure of library in children's section.  Dana reports, no action taken.   Mac 
received complaints from patrons regarding same individual, several occasions, same time frame.  Mac reported.  No action taken. 

4/5/2021 MAGGI is no longer showing up for work, although named as "senior supervisory staff" by ASHWORTH and GROW, and Library administration has 
said nothing.  The library pets are being neglected and there is no food for them.  GROW says he will take care of it and he doesn't.  They are clearly 
starving so  Eric is forced to intervene and attempt to find them homes before they die.  A patron notices and attempts to locate food in town for them 
and pays for it out of his own pocket.  

4/5/2021 Dana and other witnesses observe ASHWORTH removing eight clear, glassine bags of records from ANDERSON's office, and they are placed in her 
car.  She comments to third party on departure she is taking them home, and refuses assistance to carry large load.

4/5/2021 Email to Andrakay Pluid from Jeff regarding sex abuse, further information to report, Gerald HIGGS, incident with Dana and BLANFORD, safety at 
the library, etc. No response. Jeff speaks to Andrakay Pluid over the phone.  She indicates that the complaint was forwarded to BCSO but they have a 
conflict and so it has been forwarded to ISP. She says that ISP got it last Thursday, April 1. Jeff asks if he can forward the evidence. Pluid refuses.

4/8/2021 Patrons are continually complaining and asking questions about the Library. Mac, Dana and Eric write down patron complaints received in one single 
afternoon and provide them to GROW.  They include patron complaint against GROW, unsolicited ("that creepy guy in the baseball hat" is identifier 
used by patron).  

4/8/2021 Male patron [KNOWN SUBJECT] enters children's department at library loudly cursing.  Dana warns to stop, KNOWN SUBJECT curses her, belches 
in her face, and continues into children's area.  He circles around area, continuing, Jeff observes and instructs him verbally to control himself.  No 
administration present to take complaint. 

4/9/2021 MAGGI parks across from Dana's car in the city lot at 12:10.  Attempted to ask GROW if MAGGI was coming in and was would not speak to Dana 
without attorney present.  This precipitates ASHWORTH offer assault on Dana, observed by Eric, Mac, Dana, Jeff, GROW and ASHWORTH.  
GROW claims he is threatened, threatens to call police.  No police arrive.
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4/12/2021 Incident report obtained from BCSO on 3/30/22 from Rosenthal states that Stevens spoke to Lt Berger at ISP on 4/12/21 and that Berger had reviewed 

the case and determined a crime had not been committed.  Case closed.  Berger later denies, ISP public records and local public records requests and 
responses confirm statement of determination never made, complete falsehood.  False statement later touted to press as dispositive fact.

4/14/2021 Cari overhears ASHWORTH speaking to Chief Brian Zimmerman about how to remove someone from the Library.  Cari is sure she is talking about 
Jeff.  BFPD sends officer to next public meeting where Jeff expected to attend.  Jeff is active attorney of 39 years experience,  former police officer 
land Marine Corps veteran, with no record of arrest or discipline in any capacity.  

4/14/2021 GROW posts guillotine comic on Facebook depicting employee heads being chopped off and used as bowling balls. GROW posts on Facebook that he 
named his penis Desolation of Smaug.  The Board will later approve of this behavior and so advises through legal counsel.

4/14/2021 Jeff calls ISP in Cda and was told "the officer who has the case is busy."  He did not call back.  No law enforcement has made contact. 
4/15/2021 Emergency closure meeting - Nobody facilitating meeting to the public, no public participation allowed. GROW and ASHWORTH attempt to conduct 

meeting without any Board representative or other management employee present;  WILSON confirms that GROW needs to be in the room with the 
public.  He is upset by that and sets his laptop up in the back of the room away from everyone, unavailable to the public.  Dana undertakes to facilitate 
meeting with public participation via large TV screen to allow public participation and view by  zoom. ASHWORTH requests police presence at 
emergency closure public meeting, false pretext given, BFPD uniformed officer attends.   No board members show in person. Officer assigned is 
informed by staff Board not present, he speaks with GROW and Dana, then leaves.  Meeting is videotaped.  The day before the meeting ASHWORTH 
is overheard inquiring to Chief Zimmerman on how to remove someone from the building. Board doesn't want to pay employees during closure.  
WILSON states the employees did nothing wrong and they are your greatest asset advising them to pay the employees. 

4/15/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Boundary County Library going into dry dock, ASHWORTH says.  She later states in media reports purpose is "de-
cluttering".

4/15/2021 Article - Boundary County library board declares emergency; shutting doors for two weeks
4/18/2021 Patron complaints given to GROW by Cari when he was interim director. He never responds. 
4/21/2021 GROW joined as website contributor under heading Director (admin) highest access level.  DROZ thereafter sends threat of lawsuit against Dana and 

Cari for failure to surrender intellectual property control.  He is informed in writing of his mistake but never withdraws the threat made on behalf of the 
library against the two employees.

4/22/2021 Incident report obtained from BCSO on 3/30/22 by records request shows incident report was created on April 22, 2021.  BCSO Sheriff Kramer claims 
in taped statement he hand delivered report to Boise weeks prior.  Evidence shows report did not exist until April 22, 2021.
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4/23/2021 Jeff and Dana learn that ISP has no record of any case from BCSO.  ISP Lt. Berger states, "If anything had been received, there would be a case 

number and it would be in their system." Berger states that he received a call from Stevens at BCSO but there was never any evidence transmitted or a 
referral made.  This account is verified again by Berger one year later, when interviewed regarding public records request to ISP.

4/24/2021 Cari forwards patron questions from website to GROW. No response.
4/24/2021 April - May 2021: Cari's emails to GROW go unanswered about patrons contacting library through website and social media. 4/24 (overdue question), 

4/29(6patrons), 5/3 (1 patron), 5/5 (1 patron), 5/10 (2 patrons), 5/16 (1 patron), 5/25 (3 patrons)
4/24/2021 Board member BOHACEK states to witness that "ISP dismissed the [sexually explicit video complaint] as without merit and advised to tell you to 

expect a lawsuit."  Documentary record and Lt. Berger ISP evidence summarized below demonstrates this is fabrication with intent to deceive the 
public.

4/25/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland- Allegations against Library far reaching, ASHWORTH's personal notes at end from copy provided with termination 
notices. 

4/25/2021 Facebook comments from Alison, Beth, Dawn, Lynn - library closed for cleaning, disparaging remarks, ASHWORTH has PERSI's approval to work as 
an humanitarian.

4/26/2021 Annual Board meeting cancelled and not rescheduled until August, 2021- "Idaho Code  33-2719.  Board of trustees — Meetings. The annual meeting 
of a library district board shall be on the date of its first regular meeting in June. 

4/26/2021 Special Meeting - Executive session to hire SONYALEE NUTSCH - minutes unsigned by Chairman.
4/27/2021 According to KVT article a police report is filed with the BCSO regarding MAGGI videos on April 27th.  ASHWORTH will later claim that Jeff filed 

this report.   In fact, neither Jeff nor Dana ever file or cause to be filed any police complaint against MAGGI or District personnel MAGGI regarding 
this incident.  The only report is an email from Jeff to WILSON and later to PLUID on potential child sexual abuse of his minor daughter, which was 
made to satisfy mandatory reporting requirements for one of his States of attorney licensure at the time.

4/27/2021 Mac and Dana approached by coworker of her son, Greg, and he started talking about his mom who was the Secretary at WILSON Law Firm.  He was 
talking about the case without knowing that both worked at the Library and it was Dana's daughter that was sent the videos.  

4/27/2021 Investigation reveals multiple media requests for callback to ISP Lt. Berger on subject matter below unanswered and unreturned.
4/27/2021 Mike Weland contacts Eric Lindenbusch via email with questions. Eric responds via email.
4/27/2021 Jeff sends lengthy email to Andrakay Pluid inquiring about the "referral" to ISP that doesn't exist and her comments on social media. She does not 

respond.
4/28/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Clear answers elusive in library controversy by Mike Weland
4/29/2021 Cari forwards patron questions from website to GROW. No response.
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4/29/2021 Fee Agreement between "Boundary County Library and SONYALEE R. NUTSCH of Clements, Brown McNichols, P.A. ("Investigator").  Boundary 

County Library desires to have a full and independent investigation completed of a complaint made by an employee." NUTSCH refuses to identify 'the 
employee' or the subject matter, but takes no interest and provides no time for interview of all four whistleblowers on hundreds of pages of documented 
incidents of employee misconduct at the library over time, not limited to the single issue involving sexually explicit material transmitted.  NUTSCH 
states at close of interviews she believes all four are telling the truth.  However, she ignores all issues other than the single incident complaint of 
sexually explicit material transmission, and does not list in her index of materials reviewed over 100 pages of exhibits and much offered testimony on 
issues of misconduct identified in this chronology.  She refuses to supply copy of her report to whistleblowers, who are refused all but severely 
redacted versions of her later report to the Board.  This report is a sham and ignores the serious issues of public concern openly raised by all four 
whistleblowers during interviews in June of 2021.

4/30/2021 Mac texts GROW about paychecks.  He says to pick them up at noon at library. She says that there are several employees who do not feel safe doing 
that and so we would be sending other family members to pick them up.  Jeff and Ty pick up checks. After being outed in the paper, the Library 
changes the locks on all the doors and does not provide keys to the whistleblowers, even though they remain employees not under any disciplinary 
notice.

4/30/2021 Dana did not receive full pay for two months after emergency closure.  Deliberate disregard of Board vote compelling her work at 144 hours per month.  
ASHWORTH and GROW orchestrate.

4/30/2021 Audio file of Undersheriff STEVENS and Sheriff KRAMER sent to KVT.
5/1/2021 Conversation with GROW over the phone, he states that MAGGI is the "only victim". He also admits in this conversation  he "doesn't know what he is 

doing".  He continues in the job to this day, presumably on full pay.
5/3/2021 Cari forwards patron questions from website to GROW. No response
5/3/2021 Dana is finally told by ISP that there is no case record and apparently never was.  This is confirmed by public records and interview with Lt. Berger in 

2022.  After learning from KVT that a police report was allegedly filed, Dana calls Undersheriff Stevens to find out where the case is.  Dana and Jeff 
meet with Undersheriff Rich Stevens for approximately 1 hour and 40 minutes at Dana's request.  STEVENS states that ISP has the case and has not 
made a determination as to whether it rises to the level of a crime.  BCSO has a conflict and cannot investigate.  Dana tells him that ISP claims to not 
have the case and that Sheriff KRAMER said he drove it to Boise himself.  STEVENS then stated that this was impossible.   He said regardless of the 
outcome when this was all over he would speak to the Board, WILSON, Director and MAGGI to let them know that this kind of behavior is 
inappropriate and all cases of abuse MUST be reported and dealt with. To date it is unknown whether this has ever occurred.

5/5/2021 Cari forwards patron questions from website to GROW. No response.
5/5/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Library board issues statement (only official statement from the Board)
5/5/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Library board mum, employees side with whistleblower

5/10/2021 ASHWORTH and Teri removing Cari, Dana and Mac's work station. ASHWORTH refuses to give back items left at the Library.  Puts her hands 
forcefully on Mac's son while making refusal.  Physical force used in furtherance of wrongful taking of property. 
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5/10/2021 Jeff travels to Boise.  While there, he is sworn in as Idaho attorney at Idaho Supreme Court, and as Federal Bar licensed counsel for U.S. District of 

Idaho.  He retains active status in USDC Oregon and all Oregon courts.  While there, Dana has encounter in BF at library with ASHWORTH, who 
announces her intent to seize all property of Dana, Mac and Cari which was left at library after April closure, although emergency closure forbade them 
from entry of the building and occurred without prior notice.  Valuable property is seized by ASHWORTH, who claims it is her personal property.  
Later demands for inventory and return of property stolen are refused.  Property now allegedly stored on pig farm near ASHWORTH residence, 
claimed by ASHWORTH and GLIDDEN as "storage facility".

5/10/2021 Cari forwards patron questions from website to GROW. No response.
5/14/2021 Mac, Eric, Dana and Cari ask Jeff to represent them.  Jeff accepts pro bono.  Written memorandum of agreement created.
5/16/2021 Cari forwards patron questions from website to GROW. No response.
5/17/2021 Cari denied access to library to pick up personal belongings.  Cari's table taken by GROW to his house without her permission.  Lee picks up table and 

is told in substance to tell Cari that she should distance herself from the whistleblowers if she knows what's good for her.  Lee is former Board of 
Trustees member, resigned circa 2015 after observing course of conduct summarized in part in TCN statement of claim.  Evidence suggests he was 
only Board member openly advocating open meetings, public involvement, fiscal accountability at the time.

5/17/2021 GROW msg Cari on Facebook to make him owner of the website. He was made director admin in April so there was no need for action, GROW simply 
didn't understand what he was doing. He was having issues signing in and publishing as well (msg and emails from April 20th) and Cari helped him 
back then to get it to work. 

5/17/2021 Email from Cari to Jeff - GROW writes: "Cari the board wants me to be made the owner of the website, and you can be a Admin. If you can make this 
happen ASAP I'd appreciate it.  [GROW]" This turned out to be a deliberate lie. He removed Cari and Dana as soon as he figured out how to log in as 
the owner, even though they were the only employees who knew how to use it and remained employees in good standing at the library.  Information 
and belief this was done in part to further self-dealing evident in other contexts, infra.  After this date, the library website will go into disrepair under 
GROW's management with broken and floating links, text overlap and misalignment, no updates to collection, videos, etc. The mobile site is in an even 
worse state.

5/18/2021 Ltr from Jeff to GROW - notice of representation, response to website transfer, offensive posts.  DROZ responds.  See correspondence attached.

5/19/2021 SONYALEE NUTSCH contacts Jeff by email asking for interview via Zoom. 
5/25/2021 Cari forwards patron questions from website to GROW. No response.
5/25/2021 Ltr from Jeff to SONYALEE - request for engagement letter and minutes authorizing investigation.
5/27/2021 Ltr from WILSON Law Firm - do not speak directly with the Library, transfer ownership of website, Dana and Cari are independent contractors, will 

take action if we don't transfer. WILSON will later threaten Jeff, Dana, Cari, Eric and Mac with arrest for trespass if they are found on his premises.  
None of these have had an angry word or exchange with WILSON or any of his employees at any time, despite Greg's rumor mill regarding 
"manufactured evidence" having the "inside scoop" from WILSON and his mother.  Why so defensive?  What is he afraid of?
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5/27/2021 Email from Jeff to GROW regarding paychecks.  There has been no communication since closure.  Jeff has to go pick up checks. Dana is shorted 16 

hours on May paycheck.  Nobody else has reduced pay.  
5/27/2021 Approximate Date: BLANFORD sends email response to Brianna Nash regarding closure stating it was for safety reasons.  Nash encourages residents 

to write to elected state officials, which they do.
5/28/2021 GROW emailed Cari about someone named Chris the investigator.  No contact made.
5/28/2021 Email from SONYALEE to Jeff "I am not representing the Boundary County Library in any legal capacity."  Her report  comments following June 

interviews of all four whistleblowers are later used as grounds to terminate.
6/1/2021 Ltr from Jeff to SONYALEE - 8 pages.
6/2/2021 Dana asked to provide written responses to questions to Investigator.  GROW says if you choose not to be interviewed, you will be terminated. 

6/3/2021 Ltr from Jeff to NUTSCH and DROZ.
6/3/2021 Email from DROZ to Boiler - "Ms. NUTSCH is an attorney, she does not represent the Board and she does not have any attorney-client relationship 

with the Board and takes no direction from the Board or its counsel, the WILSON Law Firm."
6/9/2021 SONYALEE interview with Jeff. Cari says someone again attempting to breach website while Cari was looking at analytics for board.

6/10/2021 Dana interviewed with SONYALEE all day.  She did not finish with her testimony, but SONYALEE wanted to move on to next interviewee. At 
5:35pm website login changed and Cari now doesn't have 2-step verification on her phone. The number that shows up is GROWs. Cari is no longer 
Admin under her personal account either and this is where it was originally created before transfer. She texted Dana to check her status and she was 
removed as well.

6/10/2021 DROZ email to Jeff - what public records request are you waiting for and you should clearly label your requests.
6/17/2021 Annual Board meeting cancelled and not rescheduled until August, 2021- "Idaho Code  33-2719.  Board of trustees — Meetings. The annual meeting 

of a library district board shall be on the date of its first regular meeting in June. The purposes of the annual meeting are to elect the officers of the 
board, to establish a regular meeting date, and to review, amend, repeal or adopt bylaws, policies and procedures. The oath of office shall be 
administered to the newly elected or re-elected trustee or trustees on the first regular meeting following each trustee election."

6/21/2021 Interviews with SONYALEE are cut short by NUTSCH'S scheduling choice.  Dana only gets through 1 paragraph of her lengthy February 2nd letter 
and never discusses the March 13 issues raised in addition to many other concerns.  NUTSCH advises she will accept any supplemental documents as 
truth but they need to be submitted within a few days.  Over 300 documents sent via email within three days, as required.  SONYALEE doesn't seem to 
understand the magnitude of the complaints. However, at the close of the interviews she states on video and audio recording that she believes all 
whistleblowers testifying are telling the truth. 

6/28/2021 Text to GROW reminding him again that Dana had been shorted 16 hours on May paycheck and expected that to be fixed in the June paycheck.  Dana 
informs GROW that this looks retaliatory under the circumstances. 

6/29/2021 Investigation of Complaints Report from SONYALEE NUTSCH provided to Board of Trustees c/o WILSON Law Firm.
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6/30/2021 GROW texts telling us to pick up paychecks at library at 10 am.  Jeff retrieves. Dana received full pay for June, but did not receive full pay for May. 

Dana texts GROW and he says he will try and get it to Dana by next week. This doesn't happen. 
7/5/2021 Response to DROZ letter by Jeff regarding website transfer with attached transfer documents. 
7/6/2021 Board meeting at extension office via Zoom - Hire former Mayor David Sims as new Director. 
7/7/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Library hires David Sims as Director.  He states he will open the library in the coming weeks as issues of clutter and 

safety have been addressed. 
7/9/2021 DROZ response to records request - minutes of meetings provided.  Some are missing.  Most are unsigned and some have been altered. 

7/12/2021 Special board meeting via zoom - executive session to discipline or dismiss employee.
7/13/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Proper notice lacking for library annual meeting
7/14/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Library board has chance to rebuild trust
7/15/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Petitioners seek to unseat entire library board.  Community members unaffiliated with the whistleblowers who had 

begun to attend meetings after the library closure petition to recall the Board.  They garnered over 600 signatures in two weeks before they pulled their 
petition.

7/15/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Whistleblower lauds library board recall effort. Regardless of headline whistleblowers were not involved in the 
Board recall. 

7/16/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - That an important thing needing fixed will have been set aright
7/17/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Boundary County registered sex offenders
7/18/2021 Facebook posts and comments from large disgruntled group of banned library patrons.  Previously attempted to speak to ANDERSON about the 

unethical banning process and he didn't see anything wrong with it. Patrons have been shamed on audio reviewed during investigation on prior 
reinstatements, Jeff comments "kangaroo court".

7/19/2021 David Sims backs out of Director position at Library.  No explanation given.
7/19/2021 Ltr from DROZ to Jeff denying request for NUTSCH report because it is a personnel record and being used in anticipation of litigation. Reference 

TCN attached correspondence record.
7/22/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - After over three months closed, library to open Tuesday
7/22/2021 Board, GROW and ASHWORTH call to have police presence at public meeting at Visitor's Center, Jeff spoke to officer Johnson in parking lot who 

stated he had arrived late.  Next day ASHWORTH signs notice of investigation continuing into all whistleblowers.  Investigation shows NUTSCH was 
attempt to terminate but insufficient grounds.  ASHWORTH tells all whistleblowers they must cooperate with WILSON or anyone acting at his 
direction to further investigate them, no purpose given for continuation.  

7/22/2021 By board resolution, ASHWORTH is promoted from volunteer consultant to interim Director as an unpaid public employee.  Board approves her 
annual budget minutes after motion to employ her without pay.   Patrons drop recall signs in front of Board.  Recall petitions are signed  while Board 
meets in the executive session.

7/23/2021 Notice of Administrative Leave with Pay Pending Investigation sent via certified mail to Mac, Eric, Cari and Dana.  Cari and Dana will ultimately 
remain on administrative leave with pay to the present. 
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7/24/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Hiring ASHWORTH may have unintended consequences
7/26/2021 Attorney DROZ threatens to sue member of the public for voicing concerns at a public meeting, post meeting.
7/27/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Library whistleblowers put on leave, must help build their own scaffolds

8/2/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Library board opts to keep report from public view
8/10/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Former library board member questions proposed budget
8/19/2021 Article in KVT by Mike Weland - Library budget approved amid chaos
8/19/2021 Board meeting - Annual Meeting - First time public comment is allowed.  Patrons speak out against the Board. Mac's daughter, Sarah, asks 

ASHWORTH about the MAGGI stripper video and if she feels comfortable with MAGGI still working there?  ASHWORTH says, "it was fabricated." 
ASHWORTH grabs Sarah by the arm.  Sarah pulls away and says, "Do not touch me, madame."  ASHWORTH tells Dana that ICRMP attorney lawyer 
drafted the Notices of Administrative Leave with Pay Pending Investigation.  Did she also draft the Notices of Termination? During open meeting, 
BOHACHEK accuses whistleblowers of "assaulting the Board", but provides no specifics. No assault ever occurred. Dana speaks with BOHACHEK in 
parking lot after the Board meeting for about 45 minutes.  He states in substance that  whistleblowers had done nothing wrong; Board had hired 
attorneys to try and find reasons to fire us and they couldn't;  Board "had to" put one of the groups back in the library and open or they would be 
recalled and they chose the other four because ASHWORTH would work with them; that he knows now after dealing with ASHWORTH himself that 
there are "control issues" there. Dana again tries to inform BOHACHEK of the sex offender situation and lack of reporting.  He claims it was not in the 
NUTSCH report and he knows nothing about it.  BOHACHEK stated belief whistleblowers could not "sustain" a lawsuit, implying intent to wear down 
whistleblowers without regard to the truth of the matter; that they are just going to settle it with us with insurance and the taxpayers won't have to pay, 
no consideration for fact that money demand never made; that it will all be covered by their insurance. Jeff is present as witness, does not participate in 
conversation. Minutes unsigned by Secretary and Chair. 

9/3/2021 Email from DROZ to Boiler - Consent form attached.  Changed his mind about releasing NUTSCH report if everyone signs release.  Jeff doesn't 
respond. 

9/16/2021 Board Meeting  - BLOCKHAN and MCCLINTOCK finally sworn in after taking office in May when they "ran" unopposed. MACE is elected chair 
with a 4 to 1 vote, despite her ill health. 

9/28/2021 Notices of Proposed Personnel Action served on Mac, Eric, Dana and Cari by a man dressed as an Avista utility worker.
9/30/2021 Man in unknown vehicle gets out and starts looking in Cari's house windows. Lee instructs Cari to go upstairs.  The man bangs on door and rings 

doorbell for 8 minutes straight, then leaves. Cari will later learn this was a process server.
10/1/2021 Letter from Jeff to DROZ and WILSON - demand for hearing, doctor's note for Dana. No response.
10/3/2021 Chairman of the Board, JUDY MACE dies. 

10/11/2021 Ltr to WILSON from Jeff hand delivered to his office. 
10/11/2021 Letter from Jeff to WILSON. Jeff hand delivers letter to WILSON's office with copy of 10/1/21 letter that he did not respond to. 
10/15/2021 Ltr from BRERETON to Jeff. Hearings reset to 10/25/21.  "Board will not be present, that is a misprint in the policy."  
10/16/2021 Email from Jeff to BRERETON with attachments sent to WILSON that received no response.
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10/19/2021 Call with BRERETON and Jeff.  Email confirming discussion. Hearings postponed. 
10/21/2021 Email exchange with BRERETON. She is getting agitated. 
10/21/2021 Board meeting - financial outlook better than anticipated since they didn't pay Director for 6 months. Executive session minutes regarding the hiring of 

GLIDDEN are mistakenly published to Library website for the public to see.  In it there is an open meeting violation.  "Wendy and Aaron both had 
very positive opinions as did KEN, who had shared his views with Bob prior to the meeting."  This is a clear violation of discussing Board business 
outside of the meetings. ASHWORTH is now the Director and the Secretary. 

10/29/2021 Article in 9B News by Mike Weland - Library names new Director
11/3/2021 Nasty email from BRERETON saying she hasn't heard back from him with a proposal. What proposal?  She was suppose to send the ICRMP policy.  

Polite agreement to provide proposal given, ETA one week. 
11/12/2021 Email exchange with BRERETON. 
11/15/2021 Response from BRERETON.   There will be no disclosures. Do a public records request for the policy. She's not giving it to him. 
12/1/2021 Email to BRERETON. I think she doesn't get this one because she sends a terse note on the 4th saying Jeff has until the 8th to send her a proposal or 

else she is scheduling hearings.
12/7/2021 Email to BRERETON.  WILSON asked Jeff to coffee at meeting. Wants extension so he can meet with WILSON. 
12/7/2021 Board meeting - interview candidates for trustee vacancy. Lee COLSON voted in as new trustee. Minutes unsigned by Secretary GLIDDEN. 

12/8/2021 Jeff submits requested proposal to BRERETON. 
12/13/2021 Call from BRERETON about not receiving offer.  It went to her spam folder. BRERETON response to proposal.  She says whistleblowers have to 

submit a "money offer" or she's scheduling hearings. 
12/14/2021 Letter from Jeff to BRERETON. 
12/16/2021 Board Meeting - BLANFORD is new Chair and BOHACHEK Vice Chair. COLSON sworn in.  
1/20/2022 Board meeting - Large expense questioned.  GLIDDEN says it was for cameras.  There was never a vote on the expenditure.  All expenditures over 

$2500 need Board approval.  Director is acting as Secretary. 
1/26/2022 Letter from BRERETON. ICRMP is considering other parts of the offer.  BRERETON sends breakdown of employee salaries and wants another 

money offer based off that. 
2/1/2022 Email exchange with BRERETON regarding representation of clients. Who represents who?  She still won't answer the question. 
2/7/2022 Public records request to WILSON for ICRMP policy. 

2/11/2022 Notice of Hearing (served 2/14/22 after 5:00).  This blows up pending negotiations with ICRMP. Whistleblowers rescind previous offer.
2/14/2022 WILSON provides ICRMP policy to Jeff. 
2/15/2022 WILSON email to Jeff with remainder of public records request. 
2/16/2022 BRERETON sends ADA forms for Dana, denies FMLA.
2/16/2022 Ltr from Jeff to BRERETON - Demand for Hearing Settlement Communication
2/17/2022 Board Meeting - Recording and minutes from 10/21/21 onward posted on Library website. 
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2/18/2022 Ltr from Jeff to BRERETON - FMLA Refusal, public notice.
2/21/2022 Ltr from Jeff to BRERETON - FMLA interference, open meetings, public notice, due process, inadequate notice, rescind notices, disclosures

2/22/2022 Email with attached letter from BRERETON.  Dana is eligible for FMLA. Forms sent.  Dana's forms due by 3/7/22.
2/23/2022 BRERETON sends FMLA forms for Cari due by 3/10/22.
2/23/2022 Loudermill hearing for Mac and Eric.  No questions are asked of Mac and Eric by Director GLIDDEN or the Board.  Board present via Zoom only.  

MCCLINTOCK seen eating a sandwich.  Technical difficulties. 
2/25/2022 Termination of Mac and Eric effective 2/28/22. Findings are copied and pasted from ASHWORTH'S previous Notice of Termination. No evidence in 

support. Email from BRERETON regarding personal items left at library. 
2/28/2022 Ltr from Jeff to BRERETON with attached list of stolen property. 

3/8/2022 Email exchange with Jeff and BRERETON regarding stolen property. 
3/10/2022 Called Dr. Geyman's office to fax form.  Emailed form.  Called Smith's office and they did not receive fax.  Called Geyman's office again to fax form 

and their phones were busy until 4:15.  They said they would fax.  Called Smith's office to let them know it was coming.  Cari's FMLA forms sent to 
BRERETON. 

3/11/2022 Letter from Jeff to WILSON regarding stolen property. 
3/15/2022 Email response from WILSON regarding stolen property.  WILSON says property sent back to library, don't come to office or it will be trespassing, 

said we should have said something about the "alleged" property, not in the scope of his representation. 
4/6/2022 Mac called PERSI to find out if she can cash out.  PERSI said that the Library has not sent anything regarding her change in status so there was nothing 

they could do yet and they couldn't tell her the amount she was owed.  (BoCo Free Lib)
4/13/2022 Dana speaks with Heather at ISP records.  She indicates that she spoke to Lt. BERGER and he will be calling to discuss what happened.  He has 

already contacted BCSO. She said she is 100% certain he will contact Dana. 
4/22/2022 Lt. BERGER does not call Dana back after nine days' wait.  Dana calls Lt. BERGER and leaves message on his voicemail.
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4/23/2022

Boilers learn Dana's employer now states Amy MAGGI was enticed and lured into Dana and one of her co-workers making and sending the video to 
Boiler's daughter as part of a master scheme.  The scheme is represented as fact by GLIDDEN to a third party outside any attorney client privilege.  
Library Director now claims the video does exist, but was filmed by Boiler and another Library worker "pretending to be her best friend".  She states 
that they [Dana and Mac] were actually the people who filmed it, therefore it was okay to send to her child.  She says that it was all a "setup" to get 
back at her for some unknown perceived wrong. Dana's employer states she believes this new version of the story, and urges witness not "to be sucked 
in by their lies".  Note here: The Library has had several different versions to date: its not MAGGI in the video; the video is partially manufactured 
and/or photoshopped (WILSON Law Firm employee source); it's an innocent exercise video (with accompanying pornographic lyrics supplied with the 
original report to WILSON's office by Jeff Boiler, above);  the video doesn't exist at all, and never has;  the video exists, but was  all fabricated; and 
finally,  now,  Dana and her coworker filmed the video as part of a master plan.  Neither GLIDDEN, ASHWORTH, GROW, NUTSCH, WILSON, 
ANDERSON nor any other library representative have ever  attempted to interview whistleblowers to substantiate this defamatory version, at any time.  
Termination notices for all four whistleblowers make no mention of it.  Evidence shows conclusively this is complete fabrication in aid of ongoing 
unlawful activities summarized in TCN.

4/25/2022 Lt. BERGER calls saying he is returning Dana's call.  He states that he did not do an investigation, did not look at the evidence, and did not open a case 
file.  He states, just as he told Boilers on phone contact last year, "ISP is not conducting and investigation at this time, so there was no determination 
based on the merits." He has not seen the report by Undersheriff STEVENS.  He is asked if he knows reason why ISP public records provided contains 
written statement from BCSO stating that ISP investigated, when Lt. BERGER states ISP did not.  He suggested Dana ask Undersheriff STEVENS why 
he wrote that.  Multiple calls placed to Undersheriff by Dana in the days following.  No calls returned. The facts reported by Lt. BERGER during this 
call are the same as given to Boilers approximately one year ago. Dana calls and leaves voicemail for STEVENS to return her call regarding the "same 
matter from last year". Dana leaves approximately five voicemail messages for STEVENS over the course of approximately two weeks.  No calls are 
returned.

4/26/2022 Dana left another message for Deputy STEVENS to call "regarding the incident pertaining to Library last year." Dana leaves approximately five 
voicemail messages for STEVENS over the course of a couple weeks.  He does not return her calls.
[Additional withheld beyond this date]
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Date Description of Event
3/29/2021

Incident reported to Dana Boiler's employer's attorney Tim WILSON by father of involved minor, attorney Jeff Boiler, as mandatory child 
abuse reporter and father, not attorney. The Library had no Director to report to at the time of the incident.  Director, Craig ANDERSON, 
had been absent since his public resignation on 3/24/21, and the Interim Director was not authorized to act in that capacity per Board 
action of record until 4/1/21. Partial evidence transmitted via email.  Entire video file was too large to send via his email.
MAGGI was informed by someone at WILSON's office of incident report and she attempts to remove evidence from Messenger and 
unfriends Dana on Facebook.  It is possible that WILSON's secretary informed MAGGI since her daughter was her best friend, but it is 
unknown how MAGGI found out before anyone had allegedly spoken to her.

3/30/2021 MAGGI shows up at work in the morning, but remains upstairs and Dana is downstairs.  There are no interactions.
Jeff Boiler calls WILSON's office and speaks to his secretary, Teresa.  He informs her of the incident and the email sent yesterday and 
tells her to keep the information confidential, which she did not.  Email sent clearly marked "sexually explicit" and confidential, and 
involves a female minor child, his daughter, age 13.  Teresa  informs  family members of what had occurred and substance of email sent 
by Boiler to WILSON's office.  Her son, Greg,  later boasts to third parties he has inside information because his mother works for 
WILSON, and knows the video sent was manufactured evidence.  This false narrative is repeated by Greg to several witnesses around 
town, who have corroborated his false statements to members of the public.  
WILSON responds for the first time to Attorney Boiler by email at 12:32 p.m. He claims the email went to his spam folder.  It is unclear 
about who actually informed MAGGI the previous day about the incident report since nobody except WILSON's office was aware.

3/31/2021 MAGGI is absent from work. 
WILSON speaks to Prosecutor Pluid over the phone and then forwards email from Jeff Boiler.
Prosecutor emails BCSO STEVENS and forwards email from Boiler.
BCSO STEVENS emails ISP Lt. BERGER and forwards email from Boiler.  In email, he warns ISP Boiler is "an attorney".

4/5/2021 Boiler emails Prosecutor and she tells him that BCSO has a conflict of interest and has forwarded the case to ISP for investigation.
4/8/2021 ISP Lt. BERGER emails Captain Kempf at ISP.  No response documented.  They presumably spoke in person according to Heather 

McDaniels at ISP records. 

Amplified Partial Law Enforcement Chronology of Events Regarding Dissemination of Sexually Explicit Material to a Minor by Librarian at 
Boundary County Library
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Date Description of Event
4/9/2021 Dana Boiler's employer never mentions the incident and will never acknowledge or question her regarding it.  Dana mentions the incident 

for first time amidst what has become an extremely hostile work environment. ASHWORTH slams door on Dana and she has to step back 
to avoid being hit by glass door, ASHWORTH sticks her hand in Dana's face twice and tells her to talk to the hand and tells her to talk to 
her attorney, but it is unknown who that might be. Interim Director becomes hostile and threatens to call the police. Incident witnessed by 
3 coworkers that corroborate the hostile encounter toward Dana and her coworkers, but nothing is done. They supposedly had the entire 
encounter on video but they refuse to produce it. The stripper video incident has never been acknowledged by anyone at Boundary County 
Library, and they became extremely hostile when an attempt to discuss it was made. 

4/12/2021 STEVENS writes report indicating that he spoke to Lt. BERGER and he investigated the case and found that no crime had been 
committed.  Case closed.  No parties have been contacted and no evidence has been viewed.  BERGER later denies ISP conducted any 
investigation or viewed any evidence.  See below.

4/14/2021 Jeff Boiler calls ISP trying to track down the case that the Prosecutor said had been forwarded due to a conflict not knowing that BCSO 
had already closed the case.  Called several times.  No response from ISP. 

4/15/2021 Library Board emergency closes library for three months.  The official explanation given to the public for media report states reason for 
closure is "decluttering".  Sandra ASHWORTH is the quoted source for this explanation in media reports.  In fact, the closure was for 
safety concerns discussed in closed executive session the day of emergency closure.   No acknowledgement of this actual reason is given 
the public or Boilers.  A recall of the entire Library Board is undertaken shortly thereafter, by third parties making it clear Boilers and the 
whistleblowers have nothing to do with their efforts.  This is confirmed by Jeff Boiler in subsequent media reports in Kootenai Valley 
Times.  See below.

4/22/2021 BCSO creates an incident report after the case was closed by STEVENS. No mention of conflict of interest, given as reason for non-
investigation and referral to ISP.  This occurs after Jeff Boiler makes contact with ISP to determine status of claimed "referral" to ISP by 
BCSO.  It is later established that ISP never opened a referral file, assigned no case numbers, viewed no evidence, and made no 
determination of any allegations on the merits.  This remains true as verified by Lt. BERGER on April 25, 2022, and is consistent with his 
statements to Jeff Boiler in 2021 at the time of their telephone contacts referenced above.

4/23/2021 A Lt. BERGER from ISP returns call.  He says there is no case number and no referral.  He sort of remembers a phone call where he 
declined to look at the case, but no evidence was transmitted.  He mentions nothing about an email being sent.   However, this is 
inconsistent with the email string mentioned above. 

4/24/2021 Weland of KVT gets wind of misconduct at Library. Weland contacts Dana and her coworkers for interviews.  All agreed and 
corroborate.   Article comes out in the Kootenai Valley Times regarding stripper videos being sent to a minor by a librarian.  Image of still 
shot from video of nearly naked stripper on pole on front page of paper goes viral on various community social media forums. Facebook 
removes image Weland posted for being too sexually explicit.  
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Date Description of Event
4/25/2021 The Library Board contacts KVT and tells Weland(reporter) to tell the Boilers to expect a lawsuit. A former mayor of Bonners Ferry 

contacts KVT and represents himself as the Library's "ICRMP agent."   Former mayor advises Weland story is "libelous" and he (Weland) 
should take care or he will be subject to lawsuit.

4/26/2021 Boundary County Library Board hires attorney SonyaLee NUTSCH from Lewiston law firm. In June, she will conduct a sham 
investigation for the Board in an attempt to gather evidence that the whistleblowers have on the Library, which she hands over to ICRMP 
counsel. Whistleblowers are told that if they don't tell her everything they know then they will be terminated.  After days of interviews, 
the whistleblowers barely even scratch the surface of the criminal activity going on at the Library.  The investigator concludes the 
interviews anyway.  She clearly didn't know what she was getting into. Nobody has ever tried to interview the whistleblowers again to 
find out the rest. 

4/27/2021 Weland from Kootenai Valley Times attempts to contact ISP Lt. BERGER three times.  No response. 
Article comes out in the Kootenai Valley Times stating that a police report was created by BCSO on April 27, 2021.  Boiler has never 
seen it and was told they were not investigating due to a conflict of interest.  The articles states that the Library Board has said "ISP had 
dismissed the complaint as being without merit."  However, Boiler was told over the phone by ISP Lt. BERGER that they were "not 
conducting an investigation at this time, therefore there was no determination based on the merits. " These two statements are 
inconsistent. 
Email from Boiler to Prosecutor Pluid regarding the referral that doesn't appear to exist. No response. 

Interim Director Grow's wife goes on social media and claims the video is manufactured. WILSON Law Firm given as source for false 
allegations.  Allegations are widely disseminated in area, including direct statements by son of WILSON's assistant, Teresa, Greg are 
saying the same and spreading it around town. See above.  Greg repeats this falsehood to a group of three or four individuals on a public 
street, unaware Dana Boiler is one of the group hearing his statements.  He is informed at the time she is present and he refuses to recant, 
despite being told Dana is the mother of the daughter who received the videos.  Interim Director ASHWORTH's daughters (screenshots 
available) go on local social media and openly repeat the story that the video is fabricated.  Former library employee publicly states Dana 
should be "thrown in prison" for filing a false police report. The Board openly threatens to sue the Boilers.  

4/30/2021 After finally finding out from the KVT article that BCSO had actually created a police report, contrary to what was told to them by the 
Prosecutor, Dana contacts Sheriff KRAMER and Undersheriff Rich STEVENS and speaks to them over the phone.  KRAMER states that 
ISP is investigating and that he drove the complaint to Boise and hand-delivered it to the Director himself.  This is apparently untrue at 
the time the statement is made.  Dana speaks to STEVENS and sets up an appointment for the following day. 

5/1/2021 Dana Boiler speaks to Interim Director Grow over the phone.  He states MAGGI "...is the only victim in this." This statement is the first 
and only time to date that anyone at the Library  had even somewhat acknowledged that at least something happened. 
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5/1/2021 Met with BCSO STEVENS and he states that ISP is investigating. He doesn’t mention that the case is closed and that he closed it.  See 

email string obtained via public records request, attached.   No copy of the report is provided.  He states in substance that he will contact 
the AG investigator who is a former Sheriff of Boundary County; that he will submit a supplemental with the rest of the evidence that had 
not been received or reviewed (there are multiple videos), and talk to the Library about the inappropriateness of the incident, regardless of 
report disposition.  None of these actions apparently occur. Dana and Jeff also report at that time to STEVENS several other allegations of 
misconduct and violations of law occurring at the Library, including identity theft and  systematic self-dealing by Grow at the library.  
Dana specifically asks at this time if BCSO had received the report regarding Corbin Waltering that she had given to the Director who 
said he gave it to the police. STEVENS said they did not.  No action is ever apparently taken on reports of self-dealing by public 
employee Grow, or investigation of theft of personal tax information from Dana Boiler's work laptop hard drive, "switched out" 
unexpectedly by Derrick Grow at his home, shortly before a fraudulent tax return is apparently filed in Boilers' name using the same data 
that appeared on the hard drive replaced by Grow.  The reported disappearance of personal tax information resulted  in direct financial 
loss to Boilers through unknown individuals, who filed  a false tax return in their name within a short time after the tax and other personal 
information is taken from Dana Boiler's work laptop while in the custody and control of Derrick Grow at his home.  Time reference for 
theft:  late September through late December, 2020. 

5/10/2021
While the Library remains on emergency closure to the public, Dana Boiler and another employee observe Sandra ASHWORTH directing 
the removal of three work stations, including Dana Boiler's work station, in the basement of the Library.  When confronted, Dana and a co-
worker who is also present observe personal belongings of Boiler and Mac Withers, a co-worker of Boiler's at the Library, being separated 
from the work station where left the day of emergency closure, and bagged or strewn about the floor of the library basement.  They 
inquire as to why and ASHWORTH advises the property belongs to "her" now--not the library.   Itemized personal property of a value of 
approximately $1,000, belonging to Boiler, Withers and a third employee, Cari Haarstick, disappears and is never returned.  An inventory 
is demanded but none is provided.  The property removed was stored lawfully and used there for library presentations, among other 
things, and could not be removed at the time of closure due to the emergency nature of closure, providing employees no opportunity to 
recover personal property.  Library staff had advised emergency closure initially foreseen for two weeks, kept closed until late July, 
during recall effort--more than two months after this incident. Library now refuses to return the property stating that it now belonged to 
them and they have already gotten rid of some of it in their "decluttering".   This also appears to violate state statute regarding disposition 
of public property and public records by ASHWORTH, who is seen at other times removing multiple bags containing public records 
identified as such and stating she is "taking them home".  The records and property taken have all apparently disappeared.

5/27/2021 Dana is told she cannot speak to Library directly, only to their attorney. Their attorney will not speak to Dana or any of the whistleblowers 
and has said that if any of them come to their attorney's office it will be considered criminal trespassing. 
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7/23/2021 Public begins attending meetings. Library forced to open back up or the Board will be recalled by the community. Dana and three other 

whistleblowers put on administrative leave pending an investigation, which represent half of the library staff. There will never be an 
investigation.

8/19/2021 Told by Board they hired attorneys to find reasons to fire Dana and other whistleblowers who spoke to the media, but they couldn't find 
any reasons yet. 
Director ASHWORTH tells public at a public meeting that the stripper videos were fabricated and that it never happened. Board member 
BOHACHEK states publicly that the whistleblowers assaulted them (Board), which is blatantly false and disparaging. The Board never 
shows up for public meetings, only by Zoom, and they never come to the Library. 

9/28/2021 Dana receives termination notice along with 3 other whistleblowers at the Library after being on administrative leave with pay for 5 
months.  There was no investigation. Nobody at the library ever spoke to Dana or the whistleblowers about the video incident or any of 
the other alleged criminal activities they reported. They are being terminated for an anonymous, undated patron complaint that they will 
never get to see. 

3/31/2022 Jeff and Dana Boiler are provided with a  copy of the BCSO report from Rich STEVENS after doing a public records request to BCSO 
Civil Deputy Rosenthal. 
Dana makes written public records request to ISP for copy of the Lt. BERGER's report of the investigation he conducted according to 
Steven's BCSO report. 

4/8/2022 Dana provided only with email string from ISP records clerk Heather McDaniels.  There is no report or referral.   See attached.
4/13/2022 Dana speaks with Heather at ISP records.  She indicates that she spoke to Lt. BERGER and he will be calling to discuss what happened.  

He has already contacted BCSO. She said she is 100% certain he will contact Dana. 
4/22/2022 Lt. BERGER does not call Dana back after nine days' wait.  Dana calls Lt. BERGER and leaves message on his voicemail.
4/23/2022 Boilers learn Dana's employer now states MAGGI was enticed and lured into Dana and one of her co-workers making and sending the 

video to Boiler's daughter as part of a master scheme.  The scheme is represented to a third party outside any attorney client privilege.  
Library Director now claims the video does exist, but was filmed by Boiler and another Library worker "pretending to be her best friend".  
She states that they were actually the people who filmed it, therefore it was okay to send to her child.  She says that it was all a "setup" to 
get back at her for some unknown perceived wrong. Dana's employer states she believes this new version of the story, and urges witness 
not "to be sucked in by their lies".  Note here: The Library has had several different versions to date: its not Amy in the video; the video is 
partially manufactured and/or photoshopped (WILSON Law Firm employee source); it's an innocent exercise video (with accompanying 
pornographic lyrics supplied with the original report to WILSON's office by Jeff Boiler, above);  the video doesn't exist at all, and never 
has;  the video exists, but was  all fabricated; and finally,  now,  Dana and her coworker filmed the video. 
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4/25/2022 Lt. BERGER calls saying he is returning Dana's call.  He states that he did not do an investigation, did not look at the evidence, and did 

not open a case file.  He states, just as he told Boilers on phone contact last year, "ISP is not conducting and investigation at this time, so 
there was no determination based on the merits." He has not seen the report by Undersheriff STEVENS.  He is asked if he knows reason 
why ISP public records provided contains written statement from BCSO stating that ISP investigated, when Lt. BERGER states ISP did 
not.  He suggested Dana ask Undersheriff STEVENS why he wrote that.   The facts reported by Lt. BERGER during this call are the same 
as given to Boilers approximately one year ago. Dana calls and leaves voicemail for STEVENS to return her call regarding the "same 
matter from last year". 

4/26/2022 Dana left another message for Deputy STEVENS to call "regarding the incident pertaining to Library last year." Dana leaves approximately five 
voicemail messages for STEVENS over the course of a couple weeks.  He does not return her calls.
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Memorandum of Law 
Boundary County Library Election Fraud  

 
Notification of Elections 

Idaho Code 34-1405 requires that “annually in December, the county clerk shall cause to be 
published the election calendar for the county for the following calendar year. This publication 
shall be in addition to the publication required by paragraph (1) of this section. The election 
calendar for the county shall be published in at least two (2) newspapers published within the 
county, but if this is not possible, the calendar shall be published in one (1) newspaper which has 
general circulation within the county.” The publication of the election calendar is to notify the 
public of upcoming library elections and deadlines to submit Declarations of Candidacy to run 
for an open seat. From 1984 through 1992, the Library District and the Clerk of the County 
caused no notices of elections for the Library District to be published in the newspaper of general 
circulation, which was and still is the Bonners Ferry Herald. During this 8 year period the 
Library District did not give notice to the public of elections or of deadlines to submit 
Declarations of Candidacy.  At the time, it was required that elections be held annually and that 
trustees serve 5 year terms.  (Idaho Code 33-2715)   

Beginning in 1993, the Library District began publishing election calendars in the newspaper, 
but still failed to hold an election for 27 years from at least 1988 to 2015 and again from 2016 to 
the present.  Since 1988, there has only been one Library District election to elect two incumbent 
trustees.  One trustee received 59 votes and the other trustee received 42 votes.  The only reason 
that this particular election even took place in 2015 was due to two individuals with knowledge 
of library and election laws.  Both had run for other office in the community including the office 
of Commissioner prior to running in the one and only library election.   

The election reform of 2011 transferred the responsibility of conducting all taxing district 
elections solely to the County Clerk.  Prior to this sweeping reform, the Library District was 
responsible for holding its own election in 2010, something Director Sandra Ashworth had never 
done since becoming Director in 1997.  In 2010, Ashworth held a fraudulent election.  She did 
not publish a sample ballot and the results of the supposed election were never canvassed by the 
Commissioners or properly certified by the County Clerk as required by statute.  This has been 
confirmed through public records requests and conversations with the Commissioner’s office and 
the Clerk’s office. Regardless, Director Ashworth declared the winner of her choosing, without 
ever actually holding an election according to the uniform election laws.  The applicable law 
pertaining to election certification is as follows: 

34-1205.  County board of canvassers — Meetings. The county board of 
commissioners shall be the county board of canvassers and the county clerk shall 
serve as their secretary for this purpose. The county board of canvassers shall 
meet within seven (7) days after a primary or presidential primary election and 
within ten (10) days after a general election for the purpose of canvassing the 
election returns of all precincts within the county. 



34-1410.  Canvassing of election results. The board of county commissioners 
shall conduct the canvass of the election results within ten (10) days after the 
election, in the manner provided in chapter 12, title 34, Idaho Code. The county 
clerk shall certify the election results to the clerk of each political subdivision for 
which an election was held. Each political subdivision shall issue the appropriate 
certificates of election. 

34-1206.  Board’s statement of votes cast. The board shall examine and make a 
statement of the total number of votes cast for all candidates or special questions 
that shall have been voted upon at the election. The statement shall set forth the 
special questions and the names of the candidates for whom the votes have been 
cast. It shall also include the total number of votes cast for each candidate for 
office by precinct or polling location for elections conducted pursuant to chapter 
14, title 34, Idaho Code, and the total number of affirmative and negative votes 
cast for any special question by precinct or polling location for elections 
conducted pursuant to chapter 14, title 34, Idaho Code. The board shall certify 
that such statement is true, subscribe their names thereto, and deliver it to the 
county clerk. 

It has been confirmed with the Commissioner’s office that they did not certify the 
election of 2010 for the Library District.  According to the Commissioner’s office, if they 
had done so it would be present in the meeting minutes following the election.  Those 
minutes have been provided to me and it is clear that they certified all other elections that 
took place on May 25, 2010, but there is no mention of the Library District.  Instead, 
Director Ashworth sent a letter to the Commissioner’s on May 26, 2010 simply declaring 
Wendy McClintock the winner.  She did not provide results. The candidate running 
against McClintock, Larry Hosterman, has also confirmed that he did not know if an 
election actually took place because he did not go to the Library that day and he did not 
want to be on the Board anyway.  He did not inquire about results.  He was only told he 
lost.  

Notice of Candidacy Filing Deadlines 

Over the past 30 years, the statutory Notices of Candidacy Filing Deadlines were only 
sporadically published in the newspaper of general circulation.  If a notice was published at all it 
was buried in the legals section for one edition, scarcely noticeable in very small print, and 
sometimes contained incorrect information.   Information regarding trustee vacancies and 
elections was never discussed at public meetings and the Library District did not advertise this 
information to the public on the premises, via their website, in the newspapers or on social media 
platforms. On the rare occasion when a potential candidate asked about how to become a Library 
Board member they were discouraged by the Director and told they were not qualified. Due to 
the lack of information provided to the public regarding the structure of the Library District and 
the lack of transparency in elections and open meetings, until recently most of the community 
was unaware that the Library was even governed by an elected Board.  The majority of the 

https://legislature.idaho.gov/statutesrules/idstat/Title34/T34CH12
https://legislature.idaho.gov/statutesrules/idstat/Title34/T34CH14
https://legislature.idaho.gov/statutesrules/idstat/Title34/T34CH14
https://legislature.idaho.gov/statutesrules/idstat/Title34/T34CH14


community was under the impression that they had no say in how taxes apportioned to the 
Library were spent.  

Election Fraud 

In or about 1979, James Marx was appointed to the Board and served as the Zone 1 trustee for 23 
years residing at 6581 Kaniksu Street, which was at the time located within Zone 1.  In 2002, 
Marx moved to 7636 Wildhorse Lane, which was also at the time located within Zone 1, 
according to the Library District zoning map. However, in 2002 Marx ran unopposed as the 
trustee for Zone 4 while residing at 7636 Wildhorse Lane, which is clearly situated within Zone 
1.  For another ten years he sat as Chairman of the Board in the wrong zone.  In 2012, to correct 
this mistake rather than give up his seat he personally wrote a letter to the Library’s Director, 
Sandra Ashworth and copied it to the Clerk stating that he was adopting the zoning map of the 
School District effective January 10, 2012.  This new zoning adoption then correctly placed 
Chairman Marx in the correct Zone 4, according to the School District’s map.  Board member, 
Lee Haarstick, served from 2009-2015 and he does not recall any Board discussions or vote 
changing the zoning, so it is very possible that Marx made this decision with Ashworth outside 
of the Board. The following year, Marx ran unopposed again failing to give notice to the public 
of a vacancy in Zone 4 and continued to serve another 2 years as Chairman.  In total, James 
Marx served as the Chairman of the Board for at least 36 years without ever running in an 
election.   

Similarly, in 1989 Rhoda Wilson was appointed to the Board and continued until 2015 without 
ever running in an election for 16 years. Furthermore, during that time Mrs. Wilson procured her 
son, Tim Wilson, to be the attorney for the Library District.  He continues to be the Library 
District’s general counsel to this day despite this very obvious and unethical conflict of interest. 

In 2006, Judy Mace was appointed to the Board and continued to serve as Chairman of the Board 
without election until her death in October, 2021. 

In 2015, Bob Blanford was appointed to the Board as Zone 4 trustee and was supposed to run in 
the 2017 election.  The public was never notified that there was a vacancy in Zone 4.  Mr. 
Blanford submitted a Declaration of Candidacy to the Clerk.  Since he was the only person who 
knew there was a vacancy and therefore the only person who submitted a Declaration, no 
election was held and he was declared the Zone 4 trustee by default.  A letter was sent by the 
Director of the Library District to the County Commissioners notifying them that only one 
candidate submitted a Declaration, therefore no election would be held.  This clever scheme was 
used so often, and worked so well, that it became possible for every Director of the Library 
District for at least the past 30 years to hand select their own Board made up of their friends 
willing to go along with the Director’s wishes. In 2013, James Marx and Judith Mace were 
sworn into office for another six year term without ever notifying the public of vacancies in their 
respective zones. As recently as 2021, they used this same scheme to re-elect Ken Blockhan and 
Wendy McClintock, however, they failed to even notify the County Commissioners or the Clerk 
that the incumbents were re-elected.  They also failed to swear them in until 4 months after they 
took office.  Due to a complete lack of oversight and accountability by both the County Clerk 



and the Commissioners, this Board has become brazen about their election fraud and 
malfeasance.   After repeated attempts to obtain records from the Clerk she stated, “Nobody 
cares about the Library, and it’s not my fault nobody wants to be on the Library Board.  This is 
not important to me.  Where are you even going with this and what can we even do about it 
now?”  Even a former mayor has served as an appointed trustee without standing for election. He 
certainly knew or had reason to know that the Library was a public agency governed by specific 
election laws which were being systematically broken during his tenure as trustee. In the last 30 
years, the Library District has violated Idaho Criminal Code 18-23 in the following ways: 

• Served longer terms than designated by statute 
• Failed to hold a scheduled and notified election 
• Failed to run elections in their proper years 
• Failed to give statutory notice to the public of elections 
• Failed to give statutory notice to the public of filing deadlines 
• Failed to give statutory notice to the public of trustee vacancies 
• Failed to notify the Clerk of trustee appointments 
• Served as trustee in the incorrect zone 
• Failed to notify the Commissioners and Clerk to properly certify elections 
• Engaged in practices designed to avoid holding elections 
• Failed to swear in trustees according to statute 
• Falsified election results prior to 2011 
• Engaged in intimidation tactics to deter potential candidates from running for office 
• Engaged in gerrymandering by changing the zoning boundaries to maintain seats by 

incumbent trustees 

By operation of Idaho Criminal Code 18-23 discussed above, each of the listed acts or omissions 
constitutes a felony punishable by up to 5 years in prison, among other things.  These acts 
represent both civil and multiple criminal violations under Code 18-23.  Every official act 
undertaken by any trustee who was not duly appointed or elected is almost certainly void or 
voidable as a matter of law.   This in turn creates a potential financial crisis caused by challenges 
to the lawfulness of library expenditures over much of the last 30 years. This effect has been 
concentrated over the last two years because of the actions of the whistleblowers.  

At present, the following Board members are knowingly serving unlawfully on the Library 
District Board:  

• Ken Blockhan (election of 2021 never certified by Commissioners or Clerk) 
• Wendy McClintock (election of 2010 and 2021 never certified by Commissioners or 

Clerk) 
• Bob Blanford (failed to notify public of vacancy in his district in 2017) 
• Lee Colson (appointed by unofficial Board members) 

Without these four Board members there is not a quorum as required by law and no action can 
lawfully be executed by this current Board. All actions taken by the individuals above should be 



considered null and void and appointments should immediately be made to fill their vacancies by 
the Idaho Attorney General. 

Explanation of Trustee Terms Chart 

The trustee chart attached spans from 1979 to the present.  It was created with information from 
documents obtained from the County Clerk, Commissioner’s office, and the Bonners Ferry 
Herald archives.  

There are five trustee zones and each trustee serves for 5 years until 2010, and then 6 year terms 
after 2010. Terms do not reset if a trustee resigns early and an appointment is made.  The 
appointed trustee will run in the next election and the elected trustee will complete the previous 
trustees remaining term.  The following irregularities are found in each zone:  

Zone 1:  The Library District failed to hold an election in 1989, hence incumbent and Chairman 
James Marx continued to serve a 10 year term instead of the statutory 5 year term.  In 2021, they 
declared trustees in the wrong year and failed to notify the Clerk and the Commissioners of the 
results. 

Zone 2:  The Library District failed to hold an election in 1995, 2000, 2011 and 2017.  The 
Library District held an election in the wrong year in 2010, one year before the trustee’s six year 
term had ended. That same election was fraudulent and was never canvassed or certified by the 
Clerk.  Additionally, the trustee term was stated to the public to be 5 years when in fact it was a 6 
year term. In 2015, they again held an election in the wrong year. It should have been in 2017.  
In 2021, they declared trustees in the wrong year and failed to notify the Clerk and the 
Commissioners of the results. Elections will continue to be in the wrong years for Zone 2. 

Zone 3:  In 2011, the incumbent chose to serve a four year term instead of the statutory six year 
term at the outset so that she could hand select her appointed successor rather than leave a 
vacancy open for an unknown candidate.   

Zone 4: The Library District failed to hold an election in 1993, 2003, 2008 and 2017.  The 
Chairman of the Board served in the wrong zone for 10 years from 2002 to 2012. Zone 
boundaries were changed so the Chairman could continue on the Board. 

Zone 5: The Library District failed to hold an election in 2002 and 2007.    

The Library District failed to hold an election at least 11 times allowing the incumbent to remain 
in office for a longer term or at times a shorter term.  The current calendar of elections is 
completely askew for Zone 2 and every Board member is sitting I their seat unlawfully with the 
exception of Zone 3, Aaron Bohachek.  

 

 

 

 



Year Trustee Zone 1 Trustee Zone 2 Trustee Zone 3 Trustee Zone 4 Trustee Zone 5
1979 James Marx (5)
1980 Unknown Trustee
1981 Paul Rawlings (5)
1982 Arlene Norwood (5)
1983 Betty Mackey (5) 36 votes
1984 James Marx (5)
1985 Cheryl Mesenbrink (5)
1986 Janet Allen (5)
1987 Arlene Norwood (5)
1988 Betty Mackey (5) 29 votes
1989 Missed election year Rhoda Wilson (2)
1990 Marsha Semar (5)
1991 Rhoda Wilson (5) Janet Allen (1)
1992 Janet Allen (5)
1993 Missed election year
1994 Jim Marx (5) Frances Melson (4)
1995 Missed election year
1996 Rhoda Wilson (5)
1997 Denise Thompson (5)
1998 Frances Melson (5)
1999 Jim Marx (5) Larry Hosterman (1)
2000 Missed election year
2001 Rhoda Wilson (5)
2002 Richard Petersen-Davis (2) James Marx (1) Missed election year
2003 Missed election year Jan Wathen (5)
2004 Richard Petersen-Davis (5)
2005 Larry Hosterman (5) Changed to (6) Judy Mace (3) 
2006 Pamela Brink (3) Rhoda Wilson (5)
2007 James Marx (5) changed to (6) Missed election year
2008 Missed election year Judy Mace (5)
2009 Lee Haarstick (5) changed to (6)

2010

Wendy McClintock (6) Ashworth lied about 
holding election, did not publish ballot, 
commissioners did not certify results, wrong 
election year

2011 Missed election year Rhoda Wilson (6)
2012
2013 James Marx (6) Judy Mace (6)
2014 Ken Blockhan (1)
2015 Ken Blockhan (6) 59 votes Wendy McClintock (6) 42 votes David Sims (2) Bob Blanford (2)
2016
2017 Missed election year Aaron Bohachek (6) Bob Blanford (2) no notice
2018
2019 Bob Blanford (6) Judy Mace (6)
2020
2021 Ken Blockhan (6) Wendy McClintock (6) Lee Colson (2)
2022
2023 Election Year (6) Election Year (2)

Election Calendar 
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